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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This document provides the basic instrument uncertainty algorithms for the Reactor Trip System (RTS) 

trip functions, Engineered Safety Features Actuation System (ESF AS) protection functions, Emergency 

Operating Procedure (EOP) operator action points, control system functions assumed as initial condition 

assumptions in the safety analyses, and control board and computer indication of plant parameters utilized 

by the plant operators to confirm proper operation of the control and protection instrumentation for a 

Westinghouse Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS). These algorithms, when supported by appropriate 

plant procedures and equipment qualification, provide total instrument loop uncertainties, termed Channel 

Statistical Allowance (CSA), at a 95 % probability and 95 % confidence level; as required by U. S. 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.105, Revision 3 (Reference 1). 

This document is divided into five sections. Section 2.0 identifies the current, Westinghouse generalized 

algorithm (Eq. 2.1) used as the basis to determine the overall instrument uncertainty for an RTS/ESFAS 

function. This specific algorithm evolved from a Westinghouse paper presented at an Instrument Society 

of America/Electric Power Research Institute (ISA/EPRI) conference in June 1992 (Reference 2). This 

approach is consistent with American National Standards Institute (ANSI), ANSI/ISA-67.04.01-2006 

(R201 l) (Reference 3). The basic uncertainty algorithm is the Square Root Sum of the Squares (SRSS) 

of the applicable uncertainty terms, which is endorsed by the International Society of Automation (ISA) 

standard. All appropriate and applicable uncertainties, as defined by a review of the plant baseline design 

input documentation, have been included in each RTS/ESFAS function uncertainty calculation. 

ISA-RP67.04.02-2010 (Reference 4) was utilized as a general guideline, but each uncertainty and its 

treatment is based on Westinghouse methods which are consistent or conservative with respect to this 

document. NRC RG 1.105 (Revision 3) endorses the 1994 version of ISA S67 .04, Part I. Westinghouse 

has evaluated this NRC document and has determined that the RTS/ESF AS function uncertainty 

calculations contained in this report are consistent with the guidance contained in Revision 3. The total 

channel uncertainty, CSA, and its individual components are considered 95/95 level values, as requested 

in the proposed Draft Regulatory Guide DG-1141 (ML081630179) (Reference 33). Variations of the 

protection function uncertainty algorithm are presented to demonstrate the Westinghouse treatment of 

uncertainties for control functions and parameter indication. It should be noted that there are a limited 

number of plants that initiated Westinghouse performance of instrument uncertainty calculations under 

Revision 0 of this document. It should be understood that the use of the Revision 0 equations does not 

introduce non-conservatism with respect to the Revision 1 equations. 

Section 3.0 of this report provides definitions of terms and associated acronyms used in the RTS/ESFAS 

function, control and indication uncertainty calculations. Appropriate references to industry standards 

have been provided where applicable. Included in this section are detailed descriptions of the uncertainty 

terms and values for typical RTS/ESF AS, control and indication function uncertainty calculations 
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performed by Westinghouse. Provided on each table is the function specific uncertainty algorithm which 

notes the appropriate combination of instrument uncertainties to determine the CSA. Included for the 

protection function is a listing of the Safety Analysis Limit (SAL), the Nominal Trip Setpoint (NTS), the 

Total Allowance (TA) (the difference between the SAL and NTS, in % span), Margin and Operability 

criteria, As Left Tolerance (ALT) and As Found Tolerance (AFT), for both the sensor/transmitter and 

process racks. 

Section 4.0 provides an overview of the Westinghouse evaluation process for calibration and drift data. It 

describes the basic approach utilized [ 

]a,c This process has been used since 1998 in the evaluation of surveillance data and was last 

described to the NRC in a Westinghouse presentation in March 2007 (Reference 27). 

Section 5.0 provides a description of the Westinghouse recommendations for implementation of the 

Westinghouse Setpoint Methodology (WSM) in the plant Technical Specifications and the assessment of 

operability of sensor/transmitters and process racks. 

The NRC has identified acceptance criteria and review procedures for a plant Setpoint Control Program 

(SCP) in BTP 7-12 Revision 5 (Reference 5). Appendix A identifies how this document addresses those 

acceptance criteria. Appendix B identifies how this document addresses information noted as necessary 

in the review procedures. 

The purpose ofWCAP-17504 Revision 0 was to provide a baseline document on the WSM, which has 

evolved significantly since its first use on D. C. Cook Unit 1in1978. WCAP-17504 Revision 1 was 

created as a result of a Westinghouse/NRC meeting on September 16, 2015. At that meeting, discussions 

were held to address areas of interest resulting from the Westinghouse responses to the NRC Request for 

Additional Information (RAI) on the review of WCAP-17504 Revision 0. Also discussed were areas of 

interest resulting from DG-1141, Pre-Decisional version ofRG 1.105 Revision 4 (ML081630179) 

(Reference 33). WCAP-17504 Revision 0, which pre-dates DG-1141, states that the WSM supports a, 

two-sided(±) 95/95 conclusion with respect to the CSA. WCAP-17504 Revision 1 provides additional 

information documenting how the WSM supports a two-sided(±) 95195 conclusion with respect to the 

CSA, individual uncertainty terms and, intermediate and final calculations. Statements have been 

included in the term definitions clearly identifying that each term is supported at the required 95195 level. 

Thus, WCAP-17504 Revision 1 provides a basis for meeting the DG-1141 requirements ofC.6, 

"Uncertainty Data and the 95/95 Criterion." Finally, a point of clarification; it is Westinghouse's intent 

that WCAP-17 504 be a stand-alone document, e.g., setpoint uncertainty calculations to support TSTF-493 

Option A, as performed by Westinghouse, can be supported utilizing only WCAP-17 504 as the 

methodology document. However, WCAP-17503 is not envisioned as a stand-alone document, e.g., 

TSTF-493 Option B requires the utilization of a prior approved setpoint methodology. 
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2.0 COMBINATION OF UNCERTAINTY COMPONENTS 

This section describes the WSM for the combination of the uncertainty components utilized for 

protection, control and indication functions. The methodology used in the determination of the overall 

CSA is noted in Section 2.1 below. All appropriate and applicable uncertainties, as defined by a review 

of plant specific baseline design input documentation, are included in each protection, control or 

indication function CSA calculation. 

2.1 Methodology 

The methodology used to combine the uncertainty components for a channel is an appropriate 

combination of those groups which are statistically and functionally independent. Those uncertainties 

which are not independent are conservatively treated by arithmetic summation and then systematically 

combined with the independent terms. 

The basic methodology used is a Square-Root-Sum-of-the-Squares (SRSS). This basic approach, or 

others of a similar nature, has been used for Westinghouse uncertainty calculations for many years: 

protection function instrument uncertainty calculations - June 1978 (Reference 6), statistical Departure 

from Nucleate Boiling (DNB) calculations - WCAP-8567 (Reference 7), AP1000®< 1l Plant protection 

function uncertainties- WCAP-16361-P (Reference 8). WCAP-8567 was approved by the NRC, noting 

acceptability of statistical techniques for the application requested, in April 1978 (Reference 7). WCAP-

16361-P was approved by th~ NRC in August 2007 (Reference 9). Also, various ANSI, American 

Nuclear Society (ANS), and ISA standards approve the use of probabilistic and statistical techniques in 

determining safety-related setpoints (References 3 & l 0). 

The generalized relationship between the uncertainty components and the calculated uncertainty for a 

protection chru)llel is noted in Eq. 2.1: 

PMA2 +PEA2 +(SMTE+SD)
2 

+(SMTE+SCA)2 + } . 
+EA+Bias 

SPE2 +STE 2 +(RMTE+RD)2 +(RMTE+RCA)2 +RTE2 

Eq. 2.1 
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The generalized relationship between the uncertainty components and the calculated uncertainty for a 

control channel is noted in Eq. 2.2 (subscript IND denotes indication): 

Eq.2.2 

The generalized relationship between the uncertainty components and the calculated uncertainty for an 

indication channel is noted in Eq. 2.3 (subscript IND denotes indication- control board meter or plant 

process computer): 

Where: 

CSA 

PMA 

PEA 

SMTE 

SD 

SCA 

SPE 

STE 

RMTE 

RD 

RCA 

RTE 

EA 

Eq. 2.3 

Channel Statistical Allowance 

Process Measurement Accuracy 

Primary Element Accuracy 

Sensor Measurement and Test Equipment Accuracy 

Sensor Drift 

Sensor Calibration Accuracy 

Sensor Pressure Effects 

Sensor Temperature Effects 

Rack Measurement and Test Equipment Accuracy 

Rack Drift 

Rack Calibration Accuracy 

Rack Temperature Effects 

Environmental Allowance 

a,c 
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BIAS 

CA 

READOUT 

[ 

One directional, known magnitude allowance 

Controller Accuracy 

Readout Device Accuracy 

Each of the previous terms is defined in Section 3.2, Setpoint Methodology Definitions. 

The equations are based on the following: 

1. Sensor and rack measurement and test equipment uncertainties are treated as dependent 

parameters with their respective drift and calibration accuracy allowances. 

2. [ 

t'c The term is arithmetically summed with the SRSS in the direction of 

conservatism. 

3. Bias terms are one directional with known magnitudes (which may result from several sources, 

e.g., drift or calibration data evaluations) and are also arithmetically summed with the SRSS. 4.1 

Consistent with the request ofDG-1141 Draft RG 1.105 Revision 4 (Reference 33), the individual 

uncertainty terms and the CSA value from Eq. 2.1 are considered to be 95 % probability at a 95 % 

confidence level (95/95) values. The control function CSA value from Eq. 2.2 is considere4 to be a 95 % 

probability at a 95 % confidence level (95/95) value, consistent with the requirements of the 

Westinghouse Improved Thermal Design Procedure (ITDP) (Reference 7) and the Westinghouse Revised 

Thermal Design Procedure (RTDP) (Reference 17). [ 

2.2 Sensor Allowances 

Six parameters are considered to be sensor allowances: SCA, SMTE, SD, STE, SPE and EA. Two of 

these parameters are considered to be independent, two-sided(±), unverified (by plant calibration or drift 

determination processes), vendor supplied terms (STE and SPE). Based on Westinghouse evaluation of 
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STE and SPE are considered to be independent due to the manner in which the instrumentation is 

checked; i.e., the instrumentation is calibrated and drift is determined under conditions in which pressure 

and temperature are assumed constant. For example, assume a sensor is placed in some position in the 

containment during a refueling outage. After placement, an instrument technician calibrates the sensor at 

ambient pressure and temperature conditions. Sometime later with the plant shutdown, an instrument 

technician checks for sensor drift using the same technique as was previously used for calibrating the 

sensor. The conditions under which this drift determination is made are again ambient pressure and 

temperature. The temperature and pressure should be essentially the same at both measurements. Thus, 

they should have no significant effect on the drift determination and are, therefore, independent of the 

drift allowance. [ 

SCA and SD are considered to be dependent with SMTE due to the manner in which the instrumentation 

is evaluated. A transmitter is calibrated by providing a known process input (measured with a high 

accuracy gauge) and evaluating the electrical output with a digital multimeter (DMM) or digital voltmeter 

(DViM). The gauge and DVM accuracies form the SMTE terms. The transmitter response is known, at 
I 

best, to within the accuracy of the measured input and measured output. Thus, the calibration accuracy 

(SCA) is functionally dependent with the measurement and test equipment (SMTE). Since the gauge and 

DVM are independent of each other (they operate on two different physical principles), the two SMTE 

terms may be combined by SRSS prior to addition with the SCA term. Transmitter drift is determined 

using the same process used to perform a transmitter calibration. That is, a known process input 

(measured with a high accuracy gauge) is provided and the subsequent electrical output is measured with 

a DMM or DVM. In most cases the same measurement and test equipment is used for both calibration 

and drift determination. Thus, the drift value (SD) is functionally dependent with the measurement and 

test equipment (SMTE) and is treated in the same manner as SMTE and SCA. 
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While the data is gathered in the same manner, SD is independent of SCA in that they are two different 

parameters. On an every calibration cycle basis, SCA is confirmed through the evaluation of the 

maximum difference between the As Left value and the Desired value for the three pass calibration data. 

re RA is confirmed through the evaluation of the characteristics of 

its three components, Hysteresis, Linearity and Repeatability utilizing the three pass calibration data. SD 

is the difference between the [ 

re It is assumed that a [ 
' 

]"'e Performance of this data evaluation consistent 

with the Westinghouse calibration and drift evaluation process described in Section 4, confirms that SCA 

and SD are random, two-sided(±) 95/95 parameters. 

Transmitters are designed and subsequently verified through qualification testing, to be able to withstand 

exposure to high doses of radiation due to mass loss from a break in the primary side piping. This is 

addressed in the uncertainty calculation by the inclusion of an EA radiation term. Vendor specifications 
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typically identify the device response as a "±" term, indicating that the transmitter may respond in either 

the indicated higher than actual direction or indicated lower than actual direction when exposed to 

significant radiation. Because of this identification, this term is interpreted by many to be a random 

variable. [ 

However, there are several transmitter vendors that have identified the determination of post-seismic 

residual effects. The vendor specifications identify the transmitter response as a "±" term, indicating that 

the seismic event may result in a residual effect in either the indicated higher than actual direction or the 

indicated lower than actual direction. Because of this identification, this term is interpreted by some to be 

a random variable. [ 
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2.3 Rack Allowances 

Four parameters are considered to be rack allowances: RCA, RMTE, RTE and RD. 

RTE is considered to be an independent, two-sided(±), unverified (by plant calibration or drift 

determination processes), vendor supplied parameter. The process racks are located in an area with 

ambient temperature control, making consistency with the rack evaluation temperature easy to achieve. 

Based on Westinghouse process rack data, this parameter is treated as a two-sided(±) 95/95 value. 

RCA and RD are considered to be two-sided(±) terms dependent with RMTE. The functional 

dependence is due to the manner in which the process racks are evaluated. In order to calibrate or 

determine drift for the process rack portion of a channel, a known input (in the form of a voltage, current 

or resistance) is provided and the point at which the trip bistable changes state is measured. The input 

parameter is either measured by the use of a DMM or DVM (for a current or voltage signal) or is known 

to some degree of precision by use of precision equipment, e.g., a precision decade box for a resistance 

input. For simple channels, only a DMM or DVM is necessary to measure the input and the state change 

is noted by a light or similar device. For more complicated channels, multiple DVMs may be used or a 

DVM in conjunction with a decade box. The process rack response is known at best to within the 

accuracy of the measured input and indicated output. Thus the calibration accuracy (RCA) is functionally 

dependent with the measurement and test equipment (RMTE). In those instances where multiple pieces 

of measurement and test equipment are utilized, the uncertainties are combined via SRSS when 

appropriate. 

9 
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The RCA term represents the total calibration uncertainty for the channels which are calibrated as a single 

string. Drift for the process racks is determined using the same process used to perform the rack 

calibration, and in most cases utilizes the same measurement and test equipment. Thus, the drift value 

(RD) is also functionally dependent with the measurement and test equipment (RMTE) and is treated in 

the same manner as RMTE and RCA. 

While the data is gathered in the same manner, RD is independent of RCA in that they are different 

parameters. On an every calibration cycle basis, RCA is confirmed through the evaluation of the 

maximum difference between the As Left value and the Desired value for the three pass calibration data. 

re RA is confirmed through the evaluation of the characteristics of 

its three components, Hysteresis, Linearity and Repeatability utilizing the three pass calibration data. RD 

is the difference between the [ 

re The RD term represents the drift for all 

process rack modules in an instrument string, regardless of the channel complexity. For multiple 

instrument strings there may be multiple RD terms, e.g., Overtemperature L1T for Westinghouse 7300 

process racks has an RD term for each of the four different input parameters, .11T, Tavg, Pressurizer 

Pressure and .111. It is assumed that a [ 

re Performance of this data evaluation consistent with the Westinghouse 

calibration and drift evaluation process described in Section 4, confirms that RCA and RD are random, 

two-sided(±) 95195 parameters. 

10 
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2.4 Process Allowances 

The PMA and PEA parameters are considered to be independent of both sensor and rack parameters. The 

PMA terms provide allowances for the non-instrument related effects; e.g., neutron flux distribution, 

calorimetric power uncertainty assumptions, temperature streaming in a pipe, process pressure effects or 

fluid density changes. There may be more than one independent PMA uncertainty allowance for a 

channel, if warranted. The PEA term typically accounts for uncertainties due to metering devices, such as 

elbows, venturis, and orifice plates. In this application, PEA is limited by Westinghouse to RCS Flow 

(Cold Leg Elbow Taps, Cold Leg Bends and Hot Leg Elbows), Steam Flow, Feedwater Flow and Steam 

Generator Blowdown Flow. PEA may also be used for the uncertainties associated with potential 

transformers for Undervoltage functions. In these applications, the PEA term has been determined to be 

independent of the sensors and process racks. It should be noted that treatment as an independent 

parameter does not preclude determination that a PMA or PEA term should be treated as a limit of error 

or bias. If that is determined to be appropriate, Eq. 2.1 would be modified such that the affected term 

would be treated by arithmetic summation with appropriate determination and application of the sign of 

the uncertainty. [ 

11 
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2.5 Digital Functions 

The treatment of digital functions varies to some extent due to the type of function. For example, 

indication via the plant process computer is quite simplistic in nature; add an Analog to Digital (AID) 

converter to the rack allowances. [ 

re There are 

typically two types of digital protection functions, 1) form/fit/function replacement for an analog channel, 

e.g., Westinghouse Eagle-21™(2
) protection racks, or 2) complex functions that utilize multiple 

intermediate calculations, e.g., AP1000 Pressurizer Level or Overtemperature !ff. In the first instance, 

the process rack uncertainties associated with an analog channel (RCA, RTE, RD) are replaced with card 

specific equivalents for a digital channel. The digital equivalents are card specific [ 

re For simple digital protection 

functions, NTS is defined as a single value in voltage, current, resistance or an engineering unit (psia, 

psig, % span, % Rated Thermal Power, % level) [ 

For complex functions, the uncertainties can be considerably different. [ 

2 Eagle-21 is a trademark or registered trademark of Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, its affiliates 
and/or subsidiaries in the United States of America and may be registered in other countries throughout the 
world. All rights reserved. Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. Other names may be trademarks of their 
respective owners. 
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3.0 PROTECTION SYSTEM SETPOINT METHODOLOGY 

This section contains definitions of terms used in the instrument uncertainty calculations. Also included 

are detailed example tables providing representative uncertainties to demonstrate the utilization of the 

algorithms. 

3.1 Instrument Channel Uncertainty Calculations 

Tables 3-1through3-3 provide individual component uncertainties and CSA calculations for an example 

set of uncertainty calculations. Table 3-1 is for a protection function. Table 3-2 is for a control function. 

Table 3-3 is for an indication function. The tables list the applicable terms for the representative 

uncertainty calculation, e.g., Safety Analysis Limit, Nominal Trip Setpoint, (in engineering units), and 

Channel Statistical Allowance, Margin, Total Allowance, As Left Tolerance, As Found Tolerance, and 

uncertainty terms (in% span). Westinghouse reports uncertainty values, as demonstrated in Tables 3-1, 

3-2 and 3-3, to one decimal place using the technique of: 

• Rounding down values < 0.05 % span. 

• Rounding up values 2:0.05 % span. 

• Parameters reported as "0.0" have been identified as having a value of~ 0.04 % span. 

• Parameters reported as "0" are not applicable (i.e., have no value) for that channel. 

This has been the Westinghouse practice for rounding and reporting values since the first uncertainty 

report for D. C. Cook Unit 2 (Reference 6). Table 3-4 provides the derivation of the translation of 

differential pressure span to % nominal flow and % flow span for flow functions. 

3.2 Setpoint Methodology Definitions 

For the channel uncertainty values used in this report, the following definitions are provided, in 

alphabetical order: 

• Analog to Digital Convertor (AID) 

An electronic circuit module that converts a continuously variable analog signal to a discrete 

digital signal via a prescriptive algorithm. 

• As Found 

The condition in which a transmitter, process rack module, or process instrument loop is found 

after a period of operation. 

14 
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• As Found Tolerance (AFT) 

The As Found limit identified in the plant surveillance procedures. This defines a significant 
operability criterion for the instrument process rack and the transmitter. It is a sufficient 
condition to satisfy an operability assessment for an instrument process rack. The AFT for the 
instrument process rack is the same as (equals) the As Left Tolerance or instrument process rack 
calibration accuracy, i.e., AFT =ALT= RCA, see Figure 3-1. For process racks, the AFT is a 
two-sided parameter(±) about the Nominal Trip Setpoint. It is also defined as RD and is 
reflected in process rack surveillance procedures as the "as found limit," which is applied in both 
directions, initially in the field about the desired calibration point (which establishes RD as an 
absolute drift parameter), and [ t'c about the calibration As Left point 
(which establishes RD as a relative drift parameter). 

• As Left 

The condition in which a transmitter, instrument process rack module, or process instrument loop 

is left after calibration or trip setpoint verification. This condition is typically better than the 

calibration accuracy for that piece of equipment. 

• As Left Tolerance (ALT) 

The As Left limit identified in the plant calibration procedures. This defines the initial operability 

criterion for the instrument process rack (see Figure 3-1) or the transmitter. It is a necessary 

condition to satisfy an operability assessment for an instrument process rack or transmitter. The 

ALT is defined as the appropriate calibration accuracy in the uncertainty calculations for the 

sensor or associated instrument process rack string and is initially based on the vendor's RA. For 

process racks, the ALT is a two-sided parameter ( ±) equal to the RCA about the NTS, see Figure 

3-1. It is also reflected in process rack calibration procedures as the "as left limit," which is 

applied in both directions about the desired calibration points, e.g., 0 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 

100 % span. 

15 
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• Bias 

o A parameter with a known consistent arithmetic sign, e.g., heatup effect on a level channel 

Reference Leg. 

o A parameter that is treated as a limit of error, e.g., transmitter heatup in a Steambreak 

elevated temperature environment. 

• Channel 

The sensing and process equipment, i.e., transmitter to bistable (analog process racks) or 

transmitter to trip output (digital process racks), for one input to the voting logic of a protection 

function. Westinghouse designs protection functions with voting logic made up of multiple 

channels, e.g., 2 out of 4 Steam Generator Level - Low-Low channels for one steam generator 

must have their bistables in the tripped condition for a Reactor Trip to be initiated. For control 

functions, a channel is the sensing and process equipment through the controller module. For 

indication functions, a channel is the sensing and process equipment through the indicator 

(control board or Plant Process Computer). 

• Channel Statistical Allowance (CSA) 

The combination of the various channel uncertainties via SRSS, statistical, or algebraic 

techniques. It includes instrument (both sensor and process rack) uncertainties and non

instrument related effects, e.g., Process Measurement Accuracy, see Eq. (s) 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. This 

parameter is compared with the Total Allowance for determination of instrument channel margin, 

see Figure 3-1. For a protection function the uncertainties included in, and the conservatism of, 

the CSA algorithm results in a CSA magnitude that is calculated on a two-sided(±) 95 % 

probability I 95 % confidence level (95/95) basis. 

• Controller Accuracy (CA) 

Allowance for the accuracy of the controller rack module(s) that performs the comparison and 

calculates the difference between the controlled parameter and the reference signal. [ 

• Digital to Analog Convertor (D/A) 

An electronic circuit module that converts a discrete digital signal to a continuously variable 

analog signal via a prescriptive algorithm. 
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• Environmental Allowance (EA) 

The change in a process signal (transmitter or process rack output) due to adverse environmental 

conditions from a limiting design basis accident condition or seismic event. Typically this value 

is determined from a conservative set of enveloping conditions and may represent the following: 

o Temperature effects on a transmitter, 

o Radiation effects on a transmitter, 

o Seismic effects on a transmitter, 

o Temperature effects on a level transmitter reference leg, 

o Temperature effects on signal cable, splice, terminal block or connector insulation or 

o Seismic effects on process racks. 

• Margin 

The calculated difference (in % instrument span) between TA and CSA. 

Margin= TA - CSA 

Margin is defined to be a non-negative number i.e., Margin ;;:::: 0 % span, see Figure 3-1. 

17 
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• Nominal Trip Setpoint (NTS) 

The trip setpoint defined in the uncertainty calculation and reflected in the plant procedures. This 

value is the nominal value programmed into the digital instrument process racks or the nominal 

value to which the bistable is set (as accurately as reasonably achievable) for analog instrument 

process racks. The NTS is based on engineering judgement (to arrive at a Margin C: 0 % span), or 

a historical value, that has been demonstrated over time to result in adequate operational margin, 

see Figure 3-1. Based on the requirements of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(l)(ii)(A), Westinghouse defines 

the NTS as the Limiting Safety System Setting (LSSS) for the RTS and ESF AS functions listed 

in the plant Technical Specifications, e.g., Tables 3.3.1-1 and 3.3.2-1 ofNUREG-1431 

(Reference 13) or the APlOOO plant (Reference 14). 

• Normalization 

The process of establishing a relationship, or link, between a process parameter and an instrument 

channel. This is in contrast with a calibration process. A calibration process is performed with 

independent known values, i.e., a bistable is calibrated to change state when a specific voltage is 

reached. This voltage corresponds to a process parameter magnitude with the relationship 

established through the scaling process. A normalization process typically involves an indirect 

measurement, [ 

• Primary Element Accuracy (PEA) 

Uncertainty due to the use of a metering device. In Westinghouse RTS/ESF AS calculations, this 

parameter is limited to use on a venturi, orifice, elbow or potential transformer. Typically, this is 

a calculated or measured accuracy for the device. [ 

y.c PEA may also be 

used for the uncertainties associated with potential transformers for Undervoltage functions. The 

potential transformer class defines the uncertainty. 
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• Process Loop or Instrument Process Loop 

The process equipment for a single channel of a protection, control or indication function. 

• Process Measurement Accuracy (PMA) 

An allowance for non-instrument related effects which have a direct bearing on the accuracy of 

an instrument channel's reading, e.g., neutron flux distribution, calorimetric power uncertainty 

assumptions, temperature streaming/stratification in a large diameter pipe, process pressure 

effects or fluid density changes in a pipe or vessel. If calculated, PMA terms are determined in a 

conservative manner and are considered to be bounding. If defined as an allowance, 

conservatism is introduced to assure the bounding nature of the parameter magnitude. 

• Process Racks 

The modules downstream of the transmitter or sensing device, which condition a signal and act 

upon it prior to input to a voting logic system. For analog process systems, this includes all the 

equipment contained in the process equipment cabinets, e.g., conversion (dropping) resistor, loop 

power supply, lead/lag, rate, lag functions, function generator, summator, control/protection 

isolator, and bistable (protection function), controller module (control function), meter (control 

board indication) or Analog to Digital (AID) conversion module (process computer). For digital 

process systems, this again includes all the equipment contained in the process equipment 

cabinets, e.g., conversion (dropping) resistor, AID signal conditioning module, processor module 

and trip module (protection function), DIA output module and controller module (analog control 

function), DIA output module and meter (analog control board indication) and D/A output 

module and AID conversion module (process computer). The go/no go signal generated by the 

bistable (analog) or the trip module (digital) is the output of the last module in the protection 

function process rack instrument loop and is the input to the voting logic. 

• Rack Calibration Accuracy (RCA) 

The two-sided(±) calibration tolerance of the process racks as reflected by the ALT in the plant 

calibration procedures. The RCA is defined at multiple points across the calibration range of the 

channel, e.g., 0 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 100 % span for input modules, and specifically at the 

NTS for the bistable or trip module, see Figure 3-1. [ 
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It is assumed that the individual modules in a loop are calibrated to a particular tolerance and that 

the process loop (as a string) is verified to be calibrated to a specific tolerance (RCA). [ 

20 

• Rack Drift (RD) 

The change in input-output relationship (As Found-As Left) over a period of time at reference 

conditions, e.g., at constant temperature. [ 

J"'c Recording and 

trending of the As Found condition of the process racks (RD= (As Found-As Left)) consistent 

with the process described in Section 4 is necessary to assure conformance with the uncertainty 

calculation basic assumptions and the DG-1141 Draft RG 1.105 (Revision 4) required 95/95 

basis. (As Found - As Left) is defined as [ 

• Rack Measurement & Test Equipment Accuracy (RMTE) 

[ 

The accuracy of the test equipment (typically a transmitter simulator, voltage or current power 
supply, and DVM) used to calibrate a process loop in the racks. Westinghouse recommends that 
RMTE should be as accurate as reasonably achievable. A ratio of RCA:RMTE or RD:RMTE of 

less than 10: 1 must be explicitly included in the uncertainty calculation. Temperature effects on 
RMTE, as defined by the M&TE vendor, based on the location specific environment should be 

included when appropriate. This is consisten~ with NRC Information Notice 96-22 (Reference 
31) and is included in the determination of the RCA:RMTE or RD:RMTE ratio. When the 
magnitude ofRMTE meets the requirements of ANSl/ISA-51.1-1979 (Rl993) (Reference 12, p. 
61), i.e., RCA:RMTE or RD:RMTE '.:: 10:1, RMTE may be considered an integral part of RCA 
or RD. Uncertainties due to M&TE that are 10 times more accurate than the device being 
calibrated are considered insignificant and need not be included in the uncertainty calculations. 

1 
a,c 
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• Rack Temperature Effects (RTE) 

Change in input-output relationship for the process rack module string due to a change in the 

ambient environmental conditions (temperature, humidity), and voltage and frequency from the 

reference calibration conditions. It has been determined that temperature is the most significant, 

with the other parameters being second order effects. For process instrumentation, a typical value 

of [ ]a,c is used for the analog channel RTE which, based on design testing, allows 

for an ambient temperature deviation of± 50 °F. [ 

• Range 

The upper and lower limits of the operating region for a device, e.g., 0 to 1400 psig for a 

Steamline Pressure transmitter. This is not necessarily the calibrated span of the device, although 

quite often the two are close. For further information see ANSI/ISA-51.1-1979 (Rl 993) 

(Reference 12). 

• Readout Device Accuracy (READOUT) 

o The measurement accuracy of a special test, high accuracy, local gauge, DVM, or DMM on 

its most accurate, applicable range for the parameter measured. 

o Yi the smallest increment of an indicator, e.g., control board meter, i.e., readability. 

• Reference Accuracy (RA) 

Reference Accuracy is the "accuracy rating" as defined in ISA-51.1-1979 (Rl993)(Reference 12, 

page 12), specifically as applied to Note 2 and Note 3 for a sensor/transmitter or an instrument 

process loop string (channel). The magnitude is typically defined in a manufacturer's 

specification data sheet. Inherent in this definition is the verification of the following under a set 

of reference conditions; Conformity (Reference 12, page 16), i.e., Linearity (Reference 12, page 

39), Hysteresis (Reference 12, page 36) and Repeatability (Reference 12, page 49). The 

determination of the components of RA require the performance of three passes up and three 

passes down across the instrument span to gather sufficient data (Reference 12, page 64, Table 3). 

This parameter is explicitly verified for each sensor/transmitter or channel at least [ 

re as part of the TSTF-493 trending program. 
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• Safety Analysis Limit (SAL) 

The parameter value identified in the plant safety analysis or other plant operating limit at which 

a reactor trip or actuation function is assumed to be initiated. The SAL is typically defined in 

Chapter 15 of the UFSAR (current operating plants) or Tier 2, Chapter 15, Table 15.0-4a of 

Reference 14 (APlOOO plant). Actual SAL values are determined, or confirmed, by review of the 

plant safety analyses. The SAL is the starting point for determination of the acceptability of the 

CSA, see Figure 3-1. 

• Sensor Calibration Accuracy (SCA) 

The two-sided(±) calibration tolerance for a sensor or transmitter as defined by the ALT in the 

plant calibration procedures. The SCA is defined at multiple points across the calibration range 

of the channel, e.g., 0 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 100 % span. [ 

Based on Westinghouse recommendations for Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) cross-

calibration, this accuracy is typically [ t'e for the Hot and Cold Leg RTDs. 

• Sensor Drift (SD) 

The change in input-output relationship (As Found-As Left) over a period of time at reference 

calibration conditions, e.g., at constant temperature. Recording and trending of the As Found 

condition of the sensor or transmitter (SD= (As Found- As Left)) consistent with the process 

described in Section 4 is necessary to assure conformance with the uncertainty calculation basic 

assumptions and the DG-1141 Draft RG 1.105 (Revision 4) required 95/95 basis. (As Found-

As Left) is defined as [ re 

• Sensor Measurement & Test Equipment Accuracy (SMTE) 

The accuracy of the test equipment (typically a high accuracy local readout gauge and DMM) 

used to calibrate a sensor or transmitter in the field or in a calibration laboratory. Westinghouse 

recommends that SMTE should be as accurate as reasonably achievable. A ratio of SCA:SMTE 
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or SD:SMTE of less than 10:1 must be explicitly included in the uncertainty calculation. 
Temperature effects on SMTE, as defined by the M&TE vendor, based on the location specific 
environment should be included when appropriate. This is consistent with NRC Information 

Notice 96-22 (Reference 31) and is included in the determination of the SCA:SMTE or 

SD:SMTE ratio. When the magnitude ofSMTE meets the requirements of ANSI/ISA-51.1-1979 
(R1993) (Reference 12, p. 61), i.e., SCA:SMTE or SD:SMTE ~ 10:1, SMTE may be considered 
an integral part of SCA or SD. Uncertainties due to M&TE that are 10 times more accurate than 

the device being calibrated are considered insignificant and need not be included in the 

uncertainty calculations. [ 

• Sensor Pressure Effects (SPE) 

o The change in input-output relationship due to a change in the static head pressure from the 

calibration conditions. 

o The accuracy to which a correction factor is. introduced for the difference between calibration 

and operating conditions for a i'lp transmitter. 

• Sensor Temperature Effects (STE) 

The change in input-output relationship due to a' change in the ambient environmental conditions 

(temperature, humidity), and voltage and frequency from the reference calibration conditions. It 

has been determined that temperature is the most significant, with the other parameters being 

second order effects. This term is typically limited to the effect due to temperature swings that 

occur at less than 130 °F. [ 

• Span 

The region for which a device is calibrated and verified to be operable, e.g., for a Steamline 

Pressure transmitter, 1400 psi. 
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• Square-Root-Sum-of-the-Squares (SRSS) 

&=~(af+(bf+(cf 

As approved for use in setpoint calculations by ANSI/ISA-67.04.01-2006 (R201l)(Reference3). 

• Total Allowance (TA) 

The absolute value of the difference (in% instrument span) between the SAL and the NTS. 

TA= I SAL - NTS I 

An example of the calculation of TA is: 

• Trend 

Pressurizer Pressure - Low (Safety Injection) 

SAL 1740.0 psig 

NTS -1850.0 psig 

TA l-110.0 psi I = 110.0 psi 

The instrument span= 1700 - 2500 psig = 800 psi, therefore, 

TA= (l10.0psij*(l00%span) _ 13.S% span 
(800 psi) 

The evaluation of [ t'e consistent with the process 

described in Section 4 on a periodic basis [ ]3'e utilizing As 

Left (gathered utilizing three passes up and three passes down across the instrument span) and As 

Found [ ]a,e plant data for SCA, SD, RCA and RD for each control, protection and 

indication function to verify that the statistically based assumptions of the uncertainty 

calculations and the DG-1141 Draft RG 1.105 (Revision 4) required 95/95 basis are satisfied. 
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Figure 3-1 Westinghouse Setpoint Parameter Relationship Diagram (Increasing Function) 
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Table 3-1 
Protection Function Example - Pressurizer Pressure - Low (Safety Injection) 

Barton 763A Transmitter, Westinghouse 7300 Process Racks 

Parameter 

Process Measurement Accuracy (PMA) 

Primary Element Accuracy (PEA) 

Sensor Calibration Accuracy (SCA) 

Sensor Measurement & Test Equipment Accuracy (SMTE) 

[ 
Sensor Pressure Effects (SPE) 

Sensor Temperature Effects (STE) 

Sensor Drift (SD) 

Envirorenw Allowance (EA l 

Bias 

Rack Calibration Accuracy (RCA) 

Rack Measurement & Test Equipment Accuracy (RMTE) [ J a,c 

Rack Temperature Effect (RTE) 

Rack Drift (RD) 

* In percent span (800 psi) 

WCAP-17504-NP 

Allowance* 

a,c 
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Channel Statistical Allowance = 

Table 3-1 (continued) 
Protection Function Example 

27 

{ 

PMA2 +PEA2 +(SMTE+SD)2 +(SMTE+SCA)2 +SPE2 +STE
2 

+}+ 

(RMTE+RD)2 +(RMTE+RCA)2 +RTE2 

SAL= 1740 psig 
NTS = 1850 psig 

EAT +EAR + EAIR +Bias 

Instrument span= 1700 - 2500 psig = 800 psi I 4-20 mA = 16 mA I 0 - 10 VDC = 10 VDC 
TA = J(l 740 - 1850)*(100/800)1 = 13.8 % span 

[ ] ~c 

Transmitter +ALT = l 
Transmitter -ALT = 
Transmitter +AFT= 
Transmitter -AFT = 

Process Racks +ALT = l 
Process Racks -ALT = 
Process Racks +AFT = 
Process Racks -AFT = 

WCAP-17504-NP 

a,c 
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Table 3-1 (continued) 
Protection Function Example 

Example Scaling Information at Calibration Points 

Calibration 
Point 

WCAP-17504-NP 

Span psig 
Xmtr 
mA 

Rack 
voe 

a,c 
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Table 3-2 
Control Function Example - Pressurizer Pressure - Control 

Barton 763A Transmitter, Westinghouse 7300 Process Racks 

29 

Parameter Allowance* 

Process Measurement Accuracy (PMA) 
Thermal Inertia Allowance (treated as a bias) 

Primary Element Accuracy (PEA) 

Sensor Calibration Accuracy (SCA) 

Sensor Measurement & Test Equipment Accuracy (SMTE) 

[_ 
Sensor Pressure Effects (SPE) 

Sensor Temperature Effects (STE) 

Sensor Drift (SD) 

Environmental Allowance (EA) 

Bias L 
Rack Calibration Accuracy (RCAIND) 

Control Board meter 

Rack Measurement & Test Equipment Accuracy (RMTEINn) [ J ~c 
Rack Temperature Effect (RTE) 

Rack Drift (RDIND) 
Control Board meter 

Controller Accuracy (CA) 

Indication (READOUT) 
Control Board meter readability 

* In percent span (800 psi) 

WCAP-17504-NP 

~c 
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Channel Statistical Allowance [ 

Channel Statistical Allowance [ 

WCAP-17504-NP 

Table 3-2 (continued) 
Control Function Example 

30 

]a,c (indicated higher than actual) = 

a,c 

]"'
0 (indicated lower than actual) = 

a,c 

March2016 
Revision I 
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Nominal Control Setpoint (NCS) = 2235 psig 

Table 3-2 (continued) 
Control Function Example 

Instrument span = 1700 - 2500 psig = 800 psi I 4 - 20 mA = 16 mA I 0 - 10 VDC = 10 VDC 

Safety Analysis Initial Condition (indicated lower than actual)= 2275 psig 
TA (indicated lower than actual)= 1(2275 - 2235)*100/8001=5.0 % span 

[ J a,c 

Safety Analysis Initial Condition (indicated higher than actual)= 2195 psig 
TA (indicated higher than actual)= 1(2195 -2235)*100/8001=5.0 % span 

[ J~ 

Transmitter +ALT= l 
Transmitter -ALT = 
Transmitter +AFT= 
Transmitter -AFT = 

Process Racks (controller) +ALT = l 
Process Racks (controller) -ALT= 
Process Racks (controller) +AFT= 
Process Racks (controller) -AFT= 

Process Racks (control board meter) +ALT= l 
Process Racks (control board meter) -ALT = 
Process Racks (control board meter) +AFT= 
Process Racks (control board meter) -AFT = 

WCAP-17504-NP 
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Table 3-2 (continued) 
Control Function Example 

Example Scaling Information at Calibration Points 

Calibration Point 

WCAP-17504-NP 

Span 
Meter 
psig 

Xmtr Controller 
mA voe 

a,c 
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Calibration Point 

WCAP-17504-NP 

Span 
Meter 
psig 

Table 3-2 (continued) 
Control Function Example 

Xmtr 
mA 

Controller 
voe 

a,c 
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Table 3-3 
Indication Function Example - Pressurizer Pressure 

Barton 763A Transmitter, Westinghouse 7300 Process Racks, VX-252 Meter 

·Parameter 

Process Measurement Accuracy (PMA) 

Primary Element Accuracy (PEA) 

Sensor Calibration Accuracy (SCA) 

Sensor Measurement & Test Equipment Accuracy (SMTE) 

l 
Sensor Pressure Effects (SPE) 

Sensor Temperature Effects (STE) 

Sensor Drift (SD) 

Environmental Allowance (EA) 

Bias 

[ 
Rack Calibration Accuracy (RCAIND) 

Control Board meter 

Rack Measurement & Test Equipment Accuracy (RMTEINn) L J a,c 

Rack Temperature Effect (RTE) 

Rack Drift (RDIND) 
Control Board meter Drift 

Indication (READOUT) 
Control Board meter readability 

* In percent span (800 psi) 

WCAP-17504-NP 

Allowance* 

a,c 
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Channel Statistical Allowance [ 

Channel Statistical Allowance [ 

WCAP-17504-NP 

Table 3-3 (continued) 
Indication Function Example 

35 

r (indicated higher than actual) = 

a,c 

a,c 

re (indicated lower than actual) = 

a,c 
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Table 3-3 (continued) 
Indication Function Example 

Instrument span = 1700 - 2500 psig = 800 psi I 4 - 20 mA = 16 mA I 0 - 10 VDC = 10 VDC 

[ 
Transmitter +ALT= [ 
Transmitter -ALT = 
Transmitter +AFT= 
Transmitter -AFT = 

Process Racks (control board meter) +ALT= l 
Process Racks (control board meter)-ALT = 
Process Racks (control board meter) +AFT= 
Process Racks (control board meter)-AFT = 

Example Scaling Information at Calibration Points 

I 

Calibration 
Point 

WCAP-17504-NP 

Span 

Digital* 
Meter 
psig 

Xmtr 
mA 

- a,c 
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[ 

Calibration 
Point 

WCAP-17504-NP 

Span 

Digital* 
Meter 
psig 

Table 3-3 (continued) 
Indication Function Example 

Xmtr 
mA 

a,c 
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Table 3-4 
AP Measurements Expressed in Flow Units 

The Af> accuracy expressed as percent of span of the transmitter applies throughout the measured span, 
i.e., ± 1.5 % of 100 inches Af> = ± 1.5 inches anywhere in the span. Because F2 = f(Af>) the same cannot 
be said for flow accuracies. When it is more convenient to express the accuracy of a transmitter in flow 
terms, the following method is used: 

Where: N =Nominal Flow 

Thus, 

Eq. 3-4.l 

Error at a point (not in percent) is: 

8 FN = 8!),,pN = 8!),,pN 

FN 2(FNl 2!),,pN 
Eq. 3-4.2 

and 

f).pN _ (FNl 

/). Pmax ( F max/ 
Eq. 3-4.3 

Where: max= maximum flow and the transmitter Af> error is: 

8!),,pN . 
--(100) = percent error m Full Scale Af> (% E FS Af>) 
!),,pmax 

Eq. 3-4.4 
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Table 3-4 (continued) 
Af> Measurements Expressed in Flow Units 

Therefore, 

Eq. 3-4.5 

Error in flow units is: 

Eq. 3-4.6 

Error in percent nominal flow is: 

a F N (I 00) ~ [ % 8 FS M ] [ F max ]

2 

FN 2 FN 
Eq. 3-4.7 

Error in percent full span is: 

8FN (lOO)=[ FN ][%8 FS f1P ][Fmax ]
2 

{JOO) 
F max F max (2)(100) FN 

Eq. 3-4.8 

Equation 3-4.8 is typically used to express errors in percent full span in Westinghouse uncertainty 
calculations. 

WCAP-17504-NP 
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4.0 WESTINGHOUSE CALIBRATION AND DRIFT EVALUATION 
PROCESS 

WCAP-17504-NP 
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WCAP-17504-NP 
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WCAP-17504-NB 
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Figure 4-1 Westinghouse Calibration and Drift Data Evaluation Process Diagram 

WCAP-17504-NP 
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5.0 APPLICATION OF THE WESTINGHOUSE SETPOINT 

METHODOLOGY 

5.1 Uncertainty Calculation Basic Assumptions I Premises 

The equations noted in Sections 2 and 3 are based on the following premises: 

1. The instrument technicians make reasonable attempts to achieve the NTS as an As Left 

condition at the start of each process rack's surveillance interval, i.e., the calibration error is 

driven towards 0.0 % span. 

2. The process rack RCA will be confirmed each calibration cycle [ 

re and Reference Accuracy evaluated [ 

re When combined with previous As Left values, the trend 

characteristics of that instrument channel can be determined. [ 

re of the calibration process and, thus, confirm the 

WSM uncertainty calculation assumption. The ability to calibrate is the first step in establishing 

the operability condition of the instrument channel. When a "leave alone zone" concept is 

incorporated into the calibration process, it is incumbent upon the plant staff to verify through 

the calibration trend evaluation process that a calibration bias is not introduced. 

3. The process rack RD will be evaluated [ 

difference between [ 

recording of the [ 

re Process rack drift is defined as the arithmetic 
]a,e The 

re at the same points, 

determines the instrument drift. When combined with previous drift data for that instrument 

channel, the trend characteristics of drift for that channel can be determined. The instrument 

channel characteristics establish the performance of that channel. [ 

re The magnitude of drift for an 

instrument channel is the second indication of the operability condition of the channel. 

4. The process racks, including the bistables for analog racks, are verified/functionally tested in a 

string or loop process. 

5. The instrument technicians make reasonable attempts to achieve a small calibration error as an 

As Left condition at the start of each transmitter's surveillance interval, i.e., the calibration error 

is driven towards 0.0 % span. 

6. The transmitter SCA will be confirmed each calibration cycle [ 

]a,e and Reference Accuracy evaluated [ 
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t·e When combined with previous As Left values, the trend 

characteristics of that device can be determined. [ 

]a.e of the calibration process and, thus, confirm the 

WSM uncertainty calculation assumption. The ability to calibrate is the first step in establishing 

the operability condition of the device. When a "leave alone zone" concept is incorporated into 

the calibration process, it is incumbent upon the plant staff to verify through the calibration trend 

evaluation process that a calibration bias is not introduced. 

7. The transmitter SD will be evaluated [ 

difference between [ 

recording of the [ 

re Transmitter drift is defined as the arithmetic 

]a,e The 

re at the same points, 

determines the transmitter drift. When combined with previous drift data for that device, the 

trend characteristics of drift for that device can be determined. The transmitter characteristics 

establish the performance of that transmitter. [ 

re The magnitude of drift for a transmitter is the 

second indication of the operability condition of the device. 

It should be noted for (1) and (5) above that it is not necessary for the instrument technician to recalibrate 

a device or channel if the As Found condition is not exactly at the nominal condition, but is within the 

two-sided(±) ALT. As noted above, the uncertainty calculations assume that the ALT (conservative and 

non-conservative direction) is satisfied on a reasonable, statistical basis, not that the nominal condition is 

satisfied exactly. The evaluations above assume that the SCA, SD, RCA and RD parameter values noted 

in Tables 3-1and3-2 are satisfied on at least a two-sided(±) 95 % probability I 95 % confidence level 

basis. Therefore, it is necessary for the plant to periodically re-verify the continued validity of these 

assumptions. Westinghouse recommends that this verification be performed [ 

]a,e This prevents the institution of non-conservative biases due to a procedural (or unwritten 

cultural) basis without the plant staffs knowledge and appropriate treatment. 

In summary, a sensor/transmitter or process rack channel is considered to be "calibrated" when the two

sided (±)ALT for all points over three passes is satisfied. An instrument technician may determine to 

recalibrate ifnear the extremes of the ALT, but it is not required. Recalibration is explicitly required any 

time the As Found condition of the device or channel is outside of the ALT. A device or channel may 

not be left outside the ALT without declaring the device or channel "inoperable" and appropriate action 

taken. Thus, an ALT may be considered as an outer limit for the purposes of calibration and instrument 

uncertainty calculations. 
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Process rack [ 

re 
Thus, Westinghouse has concluded, that for operable process racks, AFT= ALT= RCA. With respect to 

sensor/transmitters, the AFT = SD, based initially on the vendor specification data and subsequently on 

the periodic evaluation of SD data [ re 

The above results in the WSM' s reliance on the NTS, and not the Limiting Trip Setpoint (L TSP) as 

defined in ISA-67.04.01-2006 (R2011) (Reference 3) or the Limiting Setpoint (LSP) as defined in RIS 

2006-17 (Reference 15). Specific to Reference 15, the LSP is noted as: " ... the limiting setting/or the 

channel trip setpoint (ISP) considering all credible instrument errors associated with the instrument 

channel. The LSP is the limiting value to which the channel must be reset at the conclusion of periodic 

testing to ensure the safety limit (SL) will not be exceeded if a design basis event occurs before the next 

periodic surveillance or calibration. " As noted on the previous page, with respect to the WSM, 

operability of the process racks is defined as the ability to be calibrated about the calibration points 

across the instrument span, including the NTS (ALT about the calibration points, including the NTS), 

and subsequent surveillance should find the channel within the AFT = ALT about the calibration points, 

including the NTS. On those rare occasions that the channel is found outside of the AFT= ALT, 

operability requirements would be initially satisfied via recalibration about the calibration points across 

the instrument span, including reset about the NTS. Operability defined as conservative with respect to a 

zero margin LSP is a concept that is insufficient for the WSM, and is inconsistent with its basic 

assumption of the AFT= ALT= RCA definition. In order to have confidence (statistical or otherwise) 

of appropriate operation of the process racks, it is necessary that the process racks operate within the 

two-sided(±) limits defined about the calibration points across the instrument span, including the NTS. 

This is particularly true for protection functions that have historical NTS values that generate large CSA 

margins. From a WSM perspective, systematic allowance of large drift magnitudes in excess of 

equipment design- either by large magnitude RD or RMTE terms or utilization of an LSP, generates a 

false sense of security which is inappropriate for future operation consideration, and which erodes the 

concept of performance based specifications and limits. 

5.2 Process Rack Operability Assessment Program and Criteria 

The parameter of most interest as an indication of process rack operability is verification of the Reference 

Accuracy [ y.e. The next parameter of interest is the process rack relative drift 

[ re found to be within RD, where RD is the two-sided(±) 95195 

drift value assumed for that channel. However, this would require the instrument technician to record and 

have available in the field both the current As Found and the previous As Left condition data to perform a 

calculation in the field. Generally, plants are reluctant to perform this field calculation due to the 

requirements of having the [ re for that channel at the time ofthe drift 
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determination and the need for independent calculation verification. Few plants require that the 

[ re condition be ascertained prior to performance of a surveillance test or are 

set up for independent verification of calculations in the field. 

An alternative for the process racks is the Westinghouse method for use of a fixed magnitude, two-sided 

(±)AFT about the calibration points across the instrument span, including the NTS. It would be 

reasonable for this AFT to be RMTE +RD, where RD is the actual statistically determined 95/95 drift 

value and RMTE is defined in the plant procedures. However, comparison of this value with the RCA 

tolerance utilized in the Westinghouse uncertainty calculations would yield a value where the AFT is less 

than the RCA tolerance (ALT). [ 

]a,e Therefore, a more reasonable approach for the plant staff to follow was 

determined. An AFT criterion based on an absolute magnitude that is the same as the RCA criterion, i.e., 

the allowed deviation from the calibration points across the instrument span, including the NTS, on an 

absolute indication basis is plus or minus(±) the RCA tolerance (ALT). A channel found inside the RCA 

tolerance (ALT) on an indicated basis at all calibration points is considered to be operable. A channel 

found outside the RCA tolerance (ALT) at a single calibration point is evaluated and recalibrated utilizing 

three passes across the instrument span. The channel must be returned to within the ALT at all three pass 

calibration points for the channel to be considered operable. This criterion is incorporated into plant, 

function specific calibration and drift procedures as the defined ALT about the calibration points, 

including the NTS. [ 

re A channel found to exceed this criterion multiple times 

should trigger a more comprehensive evaluation of the operability of the channel. Thus, more elaborate 

evaluation and monitoring may be included, as necessary, if the drift is found to be excessive or the 

channel is difficult to calibrate. 

5.3 Application of Process Rack Operability Assessment to the Plant Technical 

Specifications 

The drift operability criteria described for the process racks in Section 5.2 are based on a statistical 

evaluation of the performance of the installed hardware. These criteria [ 
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Sections 5.1 and 5.2 are consistent with the recommendations of the Westinghouse paper presented at the 

June 1994, ISA/EPRI conference in Orlando, Florida (Reference 16). In addition, the plant operability 

assessment processes described in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 are consistent with the basic intent of 

ISA-67.04.01-2006 (R201 l) (Reference 3). Therefore, the ALT and AFT magnitudes are "performance 

based" and are determined by adding (subtracting) the calibration accuracy (RCA=ALT=AFT) of the 

device tested during the Channel Operational Test to the NTS. 

An example of the ALT and AFT calculations for the process racks is: 

Pressurizer Pressure - Low (Safety Injection) 

ALT/AFT Determination 

NTS = 1850 psig 

SPAN = 800 psi 

RCA = [ 4 psi (0.5% span) ] a,c 

ALT=NTS±RCA 

(+)ALT=! 

(-) ALT=l 

AFT= NTS ±RCA 

(+)AFT= I 
(-) AFT= l 

See Table 3-1, the section labeled "Example Scaling Information at Calibration Points" for the process 

rack ALT and AFT limits about each of the calibration points across the instrument span. 

Those plants that opt for Option A ofTSTF-493 Revision 4 (Reference 18) will have one of several 

parameters listed in the Technical Specifications for RTS/ESF AS functions. These options and the 

Westinghouse recommendations that address them are noted below. 

1. Allowable Value only, 

2. Nominal Trip Setpoint only and 

3. Nominal Trip Setpoint and Allowable Value. 
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Of the three approaches, Westinghouse recommends the Technical Specifications include the NTS only 

(2) as that places control on the parameter of primary interest, the NTS. As the WSM does not support 

the Allowable Value concept, for (1) and (3); Westinghouse will provide only the ±ALT and ±AFT 

values for the calibration points across the instrument span, including the NTS. 

Those plants that opt for Option B of TSTF-493 Revision 4 (Reference 18) will relocate the RTS/ESF AS 

trip setpoints values from the Technical Specifications and utilize a Setpoint Control Program (SCP). The 

Westinghouse recommendations for an SCP based on the WSM are identified in WCAP-17503-P, 

Revision 1 (Reference 19). In this instance, the process rack ±ALT and ±AFT values for the calibration 

points across the instrument span, including the NTS, for each protection function are defined in an 

administratively controlled document. If the protection function uncertainty calculations are performed 

by Westinghouse, this document would be a plant specific WCAP providing a summary of the 

uncertainty calculations with tables identifying the process rack ±ALT and ±AFT values for the 

calibration points across the instrument span, including the NTS. 

5.4 Sensor/Transmitter Operability Assessment Program and Criteria 

The parameter of most interest for indication of transmitter operability is verification of the Reference 

Accuracy [ re. The next parameter of interest is the transmitter relative drift 

]a,e for the calibration points across the instrument span found to 

be within SD, where SD is the two-sided(±) 95195 drift value assumed for that device. However, this 

would require the instrument technician to record and have available in the field both the [ 

re condition data to perform calculations in the field. 

Generally, plants are reluctant to perform these field calculations due to the requirements of having the 

t·e values for that device at the time of the drift determination and the need 

for independent calculation verification. Few plants require that the [ 

t·e be ascertained prior to performance of a surveillance test or are set up for independent verification of 

calculations in the field. 

An alternative for the transmitters is the very common method of use of a fixed magnitude, two-sided ( ±) 

AFT about each of the nominal calibration points, e.g., 0 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 100 % span. Based 

on the [ ]a,e operability of the device is determined as follows. 

1. A transmitter found inside the SCA tolerance (ALT) about all calibration points, on an indicated basis 

re is considered to be operable. Two more sequential passes of data inside the ALT 

must be gathered for confirmation of the Reference Accuracy. 

2. A transmitter found outside the SCA tolerance (ALT) about one or more calibration point(s) but 

within the SD (AFT) at all of the calibration points [ re is considered operable and 

must be recalibrated (three complete passes). 

3. A transmitter found outside the SD (AFT) at three or more calibration point(s) [ re is 
considered inoperable. A condition report should be initiated and the device must be recalibrated 

(three complete passes) to demonstrate a return to an operable condition. 
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In all cases, for the device to be considered operable, the transmitter must be returned to within the ALT 

about all desired calibration points (three complete passes). This criterion is incorporated into plant, 

function specific calibration and drift procedures as the defined ALT about the desired calibration points. 

]a,0
• This comparison can then be utilized to 

ensure consistency with the assumptions of the uncertainty calculations documented in Tables 3-1 

through 3-3, see Assumption 7. A transmitter found to exceed this criterion multiple times should trigger 

a more comprehensive evaluation of the operability of the device. Thus, more elaborate evaluation and 

monitoring may be included, as necessary, if the drift is found to be excessive or the transmitter is 

difficult to calibrate. 

5.5 Application of the Sensor/Transmitter Operability Assessment 

The drift operability criteria described for transmitters in Section 5.4 are based on a statistical evaluation 

of the performance of the installed hardware. These criteria [ 

Utilizing the approach of Section 5.4, ALT and AFT values for the transmitter would be defined at the 

multiple calibration points, as noted in Table 3-1. An example is provided below. 

Pressurizer Pressure - Low (Safety Injection) 

[ 
ALT/AFT Determination 

SPAN= 800 psi/ 16 mA 

Calibration Points= 0 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 %, 100 % span 

Calibration zero = 1700 psig 

Calibration Points= 1700, 1900, 2100, 2300, 2500 psig 
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0 % span: 

25 % span: 

50 % span: 

75 % span: 

100 % span: 

ALT = Calibration Point ± SCA 

(+)ALT= 

(+)ALT= 

(+)ALT= 

(+)ALT= 

(+)ALT= 

a,c 

(-)ALT= 

(-)ALT= 

(-)ALT= 

(-)ALT= 

(-)ALT= 

The above ALT values would be found in the calibration procedure. 

AFT = Calibration Point ± SD 

a,c 

0 % span: (+)AFT= (-)AFT= 

25 % span: (+)AFT= (-)AFT= 

50 % span: (+)AFT= (-)AFT= 

75 % span: (+)AFT= (-)AFT= 

100 % span: (+)AFT= (-)AFT= 

The above AFT values would be found in the surveillance procedure. 

WCAP-17504-NP 
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6.0 SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT POINTS 

Noted below is a summary of important points or assumptions with regards to the WSM. 

1. The basic algorithm is an SRSS, accounting for M&TE dependency with the calibration or drift 
parameter. 

2. Protection function uncertainty calculations are based on a single channel. 

3. 

4. Westinghouse instrument uncertainties are two-sided. 

5. EA terms are not considered statistically dependent with all other parameters, however, the EA 
terms are generally large magnitude, non-random terms that are conservatively treated as limits of 
error. 

6. 

7. PMA terms provide allowances for the non-instrument related effects. 

8. PEA term accounts for uncertainties due to metering devices, such as elbows, venturis, and 
orifice plates. In RTS/ESFAS uncertainty calculations, these are limited in application to flow 
measurements, e.g., RCS Flow (Cold Leg Elbow Taps, Cold Leg Bends, Hot Leg Elbows), Steam 
Flow, Feedwater Flow and Steam Generator Blowdown Flow. 

9. The PEA term may be used for potential transformer characteristics for Undervoltage 
applications. 

10. The protection function CSA value is a two-sided(±) 95 % probability at a 95 % confidence level 
(95/95) result. 

11. The control function CSA value is a two-sided(±) 95 % probability at a 95 % confidence level 
(95/95) result. 

12. [ 

13. There are typically two types of digital protection functions, 1) form/fit/function replacement for 
an analog channel and, 2) complex functions that utilize multiple intermediate calculations. 

14. [ 
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15. [ 

16. Westinghouse reports CSA values to one decimal place using the technique of rounding down 
values less than 0.05 % span and rounding up values greater than or equal to 0.05 % span. 

17. For process racks, AFT = ALT = RCA, i.e., the AFT is a two-sided parameter ( ±) about the 
calibration points across the instrument span, including the NTS. 

18. For transmitters, the AFT is a two-sided parameter(±) about the calibration points (absolute 
drift), or the AFT is a two-sided parameter(±) about the calibration recorded [ 

]a,c (relative drift). 

19. For process racks, the ALT is a two-sided ( ±) parameter equal to the RCA about the the 
calibration points across the instrument span, including the NTS. 

20. For transmitters, the ALT is defined as the two-sided(±) SCA magnitude about the desired 
calibration points. 

21. Margin is defined to be a non-negative number. 

22. Westinghouse defines the NTS as the LSSS for the RTS and ESF AS functions listed in the plant 
Technical Specifications. 

23. RCA is the two-sided(±) calibration tolerance of the process racks as reflected in the plant 
calibration procedures. 

24. RCA is defined at multiple points across the calibration range of the channel, and specifically at 
the NTS for the bistable or trip module. 

25. The RCA magnitude should be, and calibration procedure should confirm, the Refer~nce 
Accuracy of the instrument process racks, i.e., requires gathering data from three passes up/three 
passes down. 

26. Recording and trending of the three pass As Left condition data of the process racks (ALT = 

RCA) is necessary to assure conformance with the uncertainty calculation basic assumptions. 

27. It is assumed that individual modules in a loop are calibrated to a particular tolerance and that the 
process loop (as a string) is verified to be calibrated to the RCA. [ 

28. Recording and trending of the [ re data of the process racks (RD) is 
necessary to assure conformance with the uncertainty calculation basic assumptions. 

29. Actual SAL values are determined, or confirmed, by review of the plant safety analyses. 

30. The SAL is the starting point for determination of the acceptability of the CSA. 

31. The two-sided(±) calibration tolerance for a sensor or transmitter (ALT) is defined in the plant 
calibration procedures. 
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32. The SCA is defined at multiple points across the calibration range of the channel. 

33. The SCA magnitude should be, and the calibration procedure should confirm, the Reference 
Accuracy of the device, i.e., requires gathering data from three passes up/three passes down. 

34. Recording and trending of the three pass As Left condition data of the sensor or transmitter 
(SCA) is necessary to assure conformance with the uncertainty calculation basic assumptions. 

35. Recording and trending of the [ ]a,c data of the sensor or transmitter 
(SD) is necessary to assure conformance with the uncertainty calculation basic assumptions. 

36. [ 

37. [ 

38. [ 

39. [ 

40. [ 

41. [ 

42. Westinghouse will not pool data from multiple sites or different vendor hardware. 

43. [ 

44. [ 

45. [ 

46. [ 
]a,c 

47. [ 
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48. [ 

49. The instrument technicians make reasonable attempts to achieve the NTS as an As Left condition 
at the start of each process rack's surveillance interval, i.e., the calibration error is driven towards 
0.0 % span. 

50. The process rack calibration accuracy (As Left values) will be evaluated [ 

51. The ability to calibrate is the first step in establishing the operability condition of the instrument 
channel. 

52. When a "leave alone zone" concept is incorporated into the calibration process, it is incumbent 
upon the plant staff to verify through the calibration trend evaluation process that a calibration 
bias is not introduced. 

53. [ 

54. The recording of the [ 
t·c determines 

the instrument drift. The magnitude of drift for an instrument channel/rack is the second 
indication of the operability condition of the instrument channel/rack. 

55. The process racks, including the bistables, are verified/functionally tested in a string or loop 
process. 

56. The instrument technicians make reasonable attempts to achieve a small calibration error as an As 
Left condition at the start of each transmitter's surveillance interval, i.e., the calibration error is 
driven towards 0.0 % span. 

57. The transmitter calibration accuracy (As Left values) will be evaluated [ 

58. The ability to calibrate is the first step in establishing the operability condition of the device. 

59. The transmitter drift will be evaluated [ 

60. The transmitter characteristics establish the performance of that transmitter. The magnitude of 
drift for a transmitter is the second indication of the operability condition of the device. 

61. The operability evaluations confirn;i that the SCA, SD, RCA and RD parameter values are 
satisfied on at least a two-sided (±)'95 % probability I 95 % confidence level basis. Therefore, it 
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is necessary to periodically re-verify the continued validity of these assumptions. Westinghouse 
recommends verification [ ]a,e 

62. The WSM relies on the NTS as the initial condition for process rack operability evaluations. 

]~ 

64. Process rack ALT and AFT magnitudes are "performance based" and are determined by adding 
(subtracting) the calibration accuracy (RCA=ALT=AFT) of the device tested during the Channel 
Operational Test to the NTS. 

65. With regards to TSTF-493 Revision 4, Option A: as the WSM does not support the Allowable 
Value concept; Westinghouse will provide only the ±ALT and ±AFT values for the calibration 
points across the instrument span, including the NTS. 

66. With regards to TSTF-493 Revision 4, Option B, Westinghouse recommendations are identified 
in WCAP-17503-P, Revision 1. 

67. Westinghouse has defined a three step transmitter operability evaluation process based on drift. 

a. If found inside the SCA tolerance (ALT) about all calibration points on an indicated basis 

[ re -the transmitter is considered to be operable and may be 

recalibrated. Two more sequential passes of data inside the ALT must be gathered for 

confirmation of the Reference Accuracy. 

b. If found outside the SCA tolerance (ALT) about one or more calibration point(s) but 

within the SD (AFT) at all of the calibration points [ re -the transmitter 

is considered operable and must be recalibrated (three complete passes). 

c. If found outside the SD (AFT) at three or more calibration point(s) [ ]a,e -

the transmitter is considered inoperable. A condition report should be initiated and the 

device must be recalibrated (three complete passes) to demonstrate a return to an 

operable condition. 

In all cases, for the device to be considered operable, the transmitter must be returned to within 

the ALT about all desired calibration points (for the three complete passes). 
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APPENDIX A: NRC BTP 7-12 ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA 

1. Facility setpoint list identifYing safety setpoints and non-safety setpoints for functions 
providing protective functions important to safety or that are relevant to compliance with 
technical specification limiting conditions for operation. 

2. Identification of safety setpoints that are not safety-limit-related LSSS and the basis for this 
determination. 

3. Identification of setpoints that trigger procedural actions that are important to safety. 

4. Description of the setpoint methodology and procedures used in determining setpoints, 
including iriformation sources, scope, assumptions, interface reviews, and statistical 
methods. 

5. Terminology used to describe limits, allowances, and tolerances, and environmental or 
other effects used to support setpoint calculations. 

6. Technical specifications and basis for LSSSs. 

[ 

7. Basis for acceptable as-found band and acceptable as-left band and determination of the 
instrument operability based on acceptable as-found band and acceptable as-left band. 
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8. Basis for calibration intervals. 

9. Basis for assumptions regarding instrument uncertainties and discussion of the method 
used to determine uncertainty values. 

10. Description of the provisions for control of measuring and test equipment used for 
calibration of the instrument. 

11. Description of the program and methodology used to monitor and manage instrument 
uncertainties, including drift. 

12. Description of the functional and performance criteria for the initiation and execution of 
the safety functions at the setpoints. 

13. Instrument specifications, including range, accuracy, repeatability, hysteresis, dynamic 

response, environmental qualification, calibration reference, and calibration intervals 
for each instrument type. 

14. Instrument loop diagrams showing all hardware elements of the instrument loop(s). 
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15. Instrument and tubing layout drawings and installation details showing locations and 
elevations of instruments and tubing relative to a reference datum, as well as the points 
where the instrument interfaces with the monitored process. 

16. For digital instrumentation, the configuration database for the instrumentation functions, 
and identification of digital elements (hardware and software) where error could be 
introduced into the measurement - for example, errors that could result from analog-to
digital or digital-to analog conversion or from numerical methods used in the software 
(e.g., curve fitting). 

17. The description of assumptions in accordance with ISA-867. 04, should include the 
environmental allowances (temperature, pressure, humidity, radiation, vibration, 
seismic, and electrical) for the instruments. 

[ 
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APPENDIX B: NRC BTP 7-12 REVIEW PROCEDURES 

1. Relationships between the safety limit, analytical limit, limiting trip setpoint, the allowable 
value, the setpoint, the acceptable as-found band, the acceptable as-left band, and the 
setting tolerance. 

2. The reviewer should assure that the setpoint technical specifications meet the requirements 
of 10 CFR 5 0. 3 6. Additional information related to setpoint technical specifications is 
provided in RIS 2006-17. 

3. Basis for selection of the trip setpoint. 

4. Uncertainty terms that are addressed. 

5. Method used to combine uncertainty terms. 

]a,c 

6. Justification of statistical combination. 

7. Relationship between instrument and process measurements units. 
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8. Data used to select the trip setpoint, including the source of the data. 

9. Assumptions used to select the trip setpoint (e.g., ambient temperature limits for equipment 
calibration and operation, potential for harsh accident environment). 

10. Instrument installation details and bias values that could affect the setpoint. 

[ 

]a,c 

11. Correction factors used to determine the setpoint (e.g., pressure compensation to account 
for elevation difference between the trip measurement point and the sensor physical 
location). 

12. Instrument test, calibration or vendor data, as-found and as-left; each instrument should 
be demonstrated to have random drift by empirical and field data. Evaluation results 
should be reflected appropriately in the uncertainty terms, including the setpoint 
methodology. 
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APPENDIX C: Westinghouse Letter LTR-NRC-15-37 

Submittal of "Westinghouse Responses to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Request for 
Additional Information for the Topical Reports (TRs) WCAP-17503-P/WCAP-17503-NP, 

Revision O, 'Westinghouse Generic Setpoint Control Program' Recommendations' and WCAP-
17504-P/WCAP-17504-NP, Revision 0, 'Westinghouse Generic Setpoint Methodology' (TAC 

No. ME8115)" (Proprietary/Non-Proprietary). 

(Limited to NP-Attachment B) 
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Westlnghouss E!Gcirlc Company 
1000 Westmghouse Drive 
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@Westinghouse 
Crartbcmy Township, f'e1U1$ylYanl1:1 16056 
USA 

U.S. Nucluar Regulatoiy Commission 
Doc.ument Control Desk 
11555 RO\lkvillc Pike 
Rockville, :MD 20852 

Dirccuol: (412) 374-4643 
Dir~ct fa.'l: (724) 940·856() 

e-mail: greshaja@westlnghou~e.com 

L'I'R.-:NRC·lS-37 
June 25, 2015 

Subject Submittal of"\Vestingbouse Responses to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Request for 
Additional Jnfonnation for the Topical Report..11 (l'Rs) WCAP-l 7503-PIWCAP-17503-NP, 
Revision 0, 'Westinghouse Generic Setpoint Control Program RccommBDdations' and WCAP~ 
17504-P/WCAP-17504-:NP. Revision 0, 'Westinghouse Generic Setpoint Metbodolo,gy' (TAC 
No. MESI [5)" (Proprietary/Non-Propr.letaiy). 

Enclosed are the proprietary and non-proprietary versions of•'Westinghouse Responses to U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission Request for Additional Information for the Topical R.eports (TRs) WCAP
l7SOJ..:pfWCAP-l 7503-NP, Revision 0, 'Westinghouse Generic S~ixiint Control Program 
Recommendations' and WCAP-17504-P/WCAP-17504-NP, Revision 0, •westinghouse Generic Setpoint 
Methodology• (TAC No. MESI 15)" 

Also enclosed are: 

1. An Application for Withholding Proprietary Infonnatiun from Public Disclosme, A W-1 S-4172 
(Non-Proprietary), with Proprietary Infom1ation Notice and Copydght Notice 

2. An Affidavit (Non-Proprietary). 

This submittal contains proprietary infonnation of Westinghouse Electric Company LLC. In 
confonnancc with the requirements of 10 CFR Section 2.390, as amended, of the Commission's 
regulations. we are enclosing wilh this submittal an Application for Withholding Proprietary Information 
from .Public Disclosure and an Affidavit. The Affidavit sets forth the basis on which the infunnation 
identified as proprietary may be withheld from public disclosure by the Commissfon. 

Correspondence with respect to the proprietary aspects of the Application for Withholding or the 
Westinghouse Affidavit should relbrcncc AW· l 54172 and should bii nrldres.<wed to James A. Gresham, 
Manager, Regulatory Compllance, Westinghouse Electric Compa11y, I 000 Westinghouse Drive. 
Building 3 Suite :no, Crnnberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066. 

Enclosures 

WCAP-17504-NP 

James A. Gresham., Manager 
Rcgulatocy Comp1iance 
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bee: James A. Gresham 
Cheryl Robinson 
Anne M. Stegman 
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Westinghouse Electrlc Company 
1COD Wcslln9nouse D1lve 

72 

@Westinghouse 
Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066 
USA 

U.S. NucJear Regulatory Commission 
Document Conirot Desk 

Direct tel: (412) 374-4643 
Dim:t fllll; (724) 94().8560 

11555 Rockville Pike e-rruii!: greshaja@westinghouse.com 
Rockville, MD 20852 

Subject: 

A \V-15-4172 

June 2S, 2015 

APPLICATION FOR WITHHOLDING ~RQ!!RIETARY 
INFORMATJQN fRQM ,PUBLIC DISCLOSURE 

LTR-NRC-15-37 P-Attaclnmmt, "Westinghouse Responses to U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission Request for Additional Information for the Topiimt Reports (TRs) WCAP-
17503-PJWCAP-17503-NP, Revision 0, 'Westinghouse Generic Setpoint Control Program 
Recommendations' and WCAP-17504-l'JWCAV-17:504-NP, Revision 0, •Westinghouse 
Generic Setpoint Methodology' (TAC No. MESl 15)" (Proprictal)') 

Reference: Letter from James A. Gresiuun to Document Control Desk. LTR-NRC-15-37, dated 
June 25. 2015 

The Application for Withholding Proprietary 1.nfomiation fi'om Public Disclosuro is submitted by 
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC (Westinghouse), pursuantto the provisions of paragraph (h)(l) of 
Section 2.390 of the Commission's regulation."l.. It contai11s commercial strategic .information proprietary 
to We..~tinghouse and customarily held in confidence. 

The proprietaty information fo1· which wit!lliolding is being requested is identified in the proprietaiy 
versio11 of the subject report. In conformance with 10 CFR Section 2.39(1, Affidavit A W-1S-4l72 
l!t:companics this Application for Withholding Proprietary lnfonnation from Public DiS>Closure, setting 
forth the basis on which the identified propric!ary infonnation may be withheld from public disclosure. 

Accordingly, it is respectfully requested that the subject information which is proprietary to Westinghouse 
!be withheld from public discloslllrc in accordance with 10 CFR Section 2.390 of the Commission's 
regulations. 

Correspondence with re.spllCtto the proprietary aspects of the A1>plication for Withlto1ding or the 
accompanying Affidavit should reference A W-15-4172 and should be addressed to James A. Gresham, 
Manager, Regulatozy Compliance, Westinghouse Electric Company. 1000 Westinghouse Drive, 
Building 3 Suite 310, Cranberry Township, Pennsylvania 16066. 
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James A. Gresham, Manager 
Regulatory Compliance 
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COMMONWEAL1H OF PENNSYLVANIA: 

COUNTY OF BUTLER: 

AFFIDAVIT 

SS 

AW-15-4172 

June 2s. 201.S 

I, Henry A. Sepp, am authorized to execute this Affidavit on behalf of Westinghouse Electric 

O>mpany LLC (Westinghouse). and that the averments of fuct set forth in this Affidavit are tn1e and 

correct to the best of my knowledge, information. and belief. 

:fb.~trl 
CRH-Systems and Components Engineering 

WCAP-17504-NP 
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2 AW-15-4172 

(1) Jam .Director, CRE-Systcms and Components Engineering, Westinghouse Electric Company 

LLC (We.~ioghouse), and ns such, I have been specifically delegated the function of reviewing 

the proprietary infonnation sought to be witl1held from public disclosure in connec..1ion with 

nuclear pC1wer plant licensing and ntle making proceedings, and am authorized to ap1>ly for its 

withholding on behalf <lf We1;ti11ghouse. 

(2) l am making this Affidavit in confonnance with the provisions of l 0 CFR Section 2.390 of the 

Commission's l'egulations and in conjunction witll the Wc~tinghouse Application for Withholding 

Proprietary Infonnation from Public Disclosure accompanying this Affidavit. 

(3) I have personal knowledge of the criteria and procedures uliiized lby Westinghouse in designating 

infom1ation as a trade secret, privileged or as confidential commercial or financial infonnntion. 

(4) P1.1rsuant to lhc provisions of paragraph (b)(4) of Section 2.390 of the Commission's reg1.Diali{lns, 

the following is furnished for consideration by the CommissiQn in determining whether the 

information sought to be withheld from public disclosure shmtld be withheld. 

(i) The information sought to lbe withheld from public disclosure is owned and has been held 

in confidence by Westinghouse. 

(ii) The infonnatlon is of a type customarily held in confidence by Westinghouse and not 

customarily disclosed to the public. Westinghouse has a rational basis for detennining 

the types of information customarily held in confidence by it and, in !hat oonner:tion, 

utilizes a system to determine when and whether to hold ce11ain types of infonnation in 

confidence. The application of lhat system and the substance of that system constitute 

Westinghouse policy aod provide the rational basis required. 

WCAP-17504-NP 

Under that system, information is held in confidence if it falls in one or more of several 

types, the :relea1!e of which mighl result in !he 1-0ss of an existing or potential competitive 

advantage, as follows: 

(a) The information reveals the distinguishing aspects of a process (or component, 

structure, tool, method, elC.) where prevention of its use by any of 
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3 AW-1)-4172 

Westinghouse's competitors whllout license ftom Westinghouse constitutes a 

competitive economic advantage over other companies. 

(b) It consists of supporting data. including test data. relative to a process (or 

component, structure, tool, method, etc.). the applfoation of which data secures a 

competiti\•e eoonomtc ad,,'lltltage, e.g., by optimization or improved 

marketability. 

( c) lts use by a competitor would reduce his expenditure of rcsoun::es or improve his 

competitive position in the design. mnnufucture, shipment, installatkin, assurance 

of quality, or licensing a similar product. 

(d) it reveals cost or price lnfonrumon. production capacities, budget levels, or 

commercial stmtegies of Weslinghouse, its cllStomers or imppliers. 

{ e) It reveals aspects of pru.t, present, or future Westinghouse or customer funded 

development plans and programs of potential commerciai vaiuc to Westinghouse. 

{ f) 1t oontains patentable ideas, for which patent protection may be desirable. 

(iii) There are sound policy reasons behind the Westinghouse system which include the 

following: 

WCAP-17504-NP 

(a) The use of such iufonnation by Westinghouse giws Westinghouse a competitive 

advantage over its competitors. It is. therefore, with!1eld from disclosure to 

protect the Westinghouse competitive position. 

(b) It is information that is marketable in many ways. The extent to which such 

infom1ation is available to competitors dhninish~ the Westinghouse ability to 

:wll products and services involving the use of the information. 

(c) Use by our C<1mpetitor wotlld put Westinghouse ata competitive disadvantage by 

reducing his expenditure of resources at our expen.<;e. 
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4 AW-15-4172 

(d) Each component of proprietary information pertinent to a particular competitive 

advantage is potentially as valuable as the total competitive 00\'llntage. If 

competitors acquire components of proprietary information. any one component 

may be the key to the entire puzzle, thereby depriving Wcstlnghousc of a 

comp1.-titive advantage. 

(e) Unrestricted disclo..i;ure would jeopardize the position of promim .. -ncc of 

Wcstin~ouse in the world market, and thereby give a market advantage to the 

competition of those countries. 

(t) The Westinghouse capacity to invest corpDrate assets in research and 

development depends upon the success in obtaining and maintaining a 

com.pi:titivc advantage. 

(vi) The information is being transmitted to the Commission in confidi:.-ncc and, under the 

provisions of IO CFR Section 2390, it is to be received in confidence by the 

Commission. 

(v) 'Ole information sought to be protected is not available in public sources or available 

information has not been previously employed in the same origina[ manner or method to 

!he best of our knowledge and belie£ 

(vi) The proprietary infonnation sought to be withheld in this submittal i.~ that which is 

appropriately marked in LTR-NRC-15-37 P-Attachmcnt, "Westinghouse Responses to 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory O;irnmission Request for Additional Infonnation for the Topical 

Reports (TRs) WCAP-17503-P/WCAP-17503-NP, Revision 0, 'Westinghouse Generic 

Setpoint Control Program Recommendations' and WCAP-17504-PfWCAP-17504-NP, 

Revision 0, •Westinghouse Generic Setpoint Methodology• (TAC No. MBSl 15)'' 

(Proprietary), for submittal to the Commission, being transmitted by Westinghouse letter, 

LTR-NRC-lS-37. and Application for Withholding Proprietary Information from Public 

DiscJosure, 10 the Document Control Desk. The propiietary infonnation as submitted lby 

Westinghouse is tlmt associated with the NRC review and approval of\VCAP-l 7503-

P/\VCAP-17503-NP, Revision (I and WCAP-17:504-P/WCAP-175{)4-NP, Revision 0 and 

may be used only fortbat purpose. 

WCAP-17504-NP 
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(a) This iofonnation is part of that which will enable Westinghouse to: 

(i) Secure NRC approval ofWCAP-17503-P/WCAP-17503-NP, Revision 0 

and \VCAP-17504-P/WCAP9 17504-NP, Revision-0. 

(b) Further this information has substantial commercial val11e as follows: 

(i) Westinghouse plnns to sell the use ofslmilar information to its customers 

for the purpose of performam:e of oontrol and protection function 

instrument uocertainty calculations using a methodology that has 

received NRC prior approval. 

(ii) Westinghouse plans to sell the use of similBT information to its customers 

for the purpose of assisting in the organi1.ation and securing NRC 

approval of a plant-spooific Sctpoint Control Program. 

(iii) Westinghouse can sell support and defense of iudustry guidelines and 

acceptance criteria for plant-specific applications. 

(iv) The infomtation requC$tcd to ibe withheld reve~s the distinguishing 

aspects of a methodology which was developed by Westinghouse. 

Public disclosure of this p11oprietary infonnation is 1ikely to cause substantial hann to the 

competitive position of Westinghouse because it would enhance thtl ability of 

competitors to provide similar uncertainty calculations and consultation services, 

including licensing defeDSe .services for commercial power reactors without 

commensurate expenses. Also, [pUblic disclosure of the information would enable others 

lo use the infunnation to meet NRC requirements for licensing documentation without 

purchasing the right to use the information. 

The development of the technology described in part by the information is the result of 

applying the il'esults of many years of experience in an intensive Westinghouse efiort and 

the expenditure of a considerable sum of money. 

WCAP-17504-NP 
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6 A \V-15-4172 

In order for competitors of Westinghouse to duplicate this information, similar ~hnical 

programs would have to bi: performed and a significant manpower effort, having the 

requlsite talent and experience, would have to be expended. 

Further the depom."llt sayet:h not. 
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PROPRIETARY INFORMATION NOTICE 

Transmitted herewith are proprietary and non-proprietary versions of documents furnished to the NRC in 
connection with requests for generic review Md approval ofWCAPal7503-P/WCAPal7503-NP, 
Revision 0 and WCAiP-17504-P/WCAP-17504-NP. Revision 0, 

In order to confonn to the n.'quiruments of IO CFR 2.390 oftbe Commission's regulations conceming the 
protection of proprietary information so submitted to the NRC, the infonnalion which is proprietary in the 
proprietary versions is contained within brackets, and where the proprietary infonnation has been deleted 
in tllc non-proprictmy versions, only the bracket~ remain {tl1e infonnation I.bat was contained within the 
brackets in the proprietary versions having been deleted). The justific:ation for claiming the information 
so designated as proprietary is indicated in both versions by means of lower case letters (a) tbrougb (f) 
located as a superscript bnroediately following the bracke18 enclosing oach item of information being 
identified as proprietary or in the margin opposite such information. These lower case letters lfefer to the 
t)pes ofinfonnation Westinghouse customarily holds in confidence identified in Sections (4Xil)(a) 
through (4)(ii)(f) ofthe Affidavit accompanying this trausmittal pursuant to 10 CFR 2390(1>)(1). 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

The reports transmitted herewith each bear a Westinghouse copyright notice~ The NRC is permitted to 
make the number of copies of the information contained in these reports which are necessary for its 
internal use in connection with generic and plant-specific reviews and approvals as well as the issuance. 
denial, amendment. b'ansfer, renewal, modification, suspension, revocalion, or \riolation of a license, 
permit, Qrder, or regulation subject to the requirements of 10 CFR 2.390 regarding restrictions on public 
disclosure to the exl:elll such information has been identified as propriet81)' lby W c;:.1inghouse, copyright 
protection notv.·ithstanding. With resp~t to the non·proprictary versions of these reports. the NRC is 
permitted to mako the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use which are necessary in 
order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the public document 
room in Washington, DC and in fo<:a1 public document rooms as may be required by NRC regulations if 
the number of copies submitted is insufficient for this purpose. Copies made by the NRC m1.1St include 
the copyright natioo in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original was identified as propriclary. 
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L'JDR.-NRC-lS-37 NP-Attschmat 

·weslf:i:Dghome Rf'.S<Jlomes t-o 'U.S. l'im:ll.eaT &egtdat-Dry Commission Re.4)111e-st fo!r -"-ddiliilll:lll 
Infor.m:ation fDr It.he 'I'opica1!Repcu1s ('I'Rs) WCAP-175,1)3...;P.i'\\~CAP-175133-NP, Rel.ision ID, 

cll'esti:Dgho,111se Generic Setp,1>mt ControlProgrnm RKommendall:i.om' :and WCAP-.if.751D4-Pl\\'CAP
l 751M-lS'P, Re-"risi-o:n 0, ~wesmghonse- Ce:neric :Setpoint MethitdW:-ogy' (TAC No. l\.:IE.3115) 

WCAP-17504-NP 

(N 0111-Proprie:l:ary) 
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We;~ Electr.ic CD:l!lpmy 
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·C, 2015 We~orE: !Electtk COElpilllf llC 
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LTR.-NRC-15-37 NP-A1ttllicbment B 

Westin1!house Responses to NRC RAls on W·CAIP~l7504-P 

1. AppHcability ofWCAP-17504-P, Revision 0, and WCAP-1750'4-NIP, 'Revisi.on O, 
Westi.111ghouse Generic Setpoint Methodology 

Pl·ease elaborate upon the statement of nntem:fed appucability for the Westinghouse 
geneiiic setpoint metoodclogy that is contained in Section 1.0 ~1ntrodudfion. • Specilfiically, 
state whethiertttns metttoi:lology do,cument ns applicabl·e 0111'1 to the Nuclear Steam 
Supply Systems {NISSS) c·f current opera1iing 2-locp·, 3-lc~, and! 4-101Dp Westi11ghio11:1se 
plants, or whe1her it is int·ertded for use in safety appJi cations for o,fuer types .of reacltora. 

Westinghouse Response: 

WCAP-17504-P prmi\ides the basic illlStrument uncertailntralgorithms for the Reacto•rTrip Sy.stem (iRiS) 

trip functions, iEngineered Safety feat!llres .ti.c:tJuation Sy.stem [ESFAS} [protectiiollil fllmctions, Emer@leim::•p' 

01Pera1ting Procedure (EOP) •operator actioll! [points, control system functioll!S' :assumed :as [niltial condil:iolll 
assumptioll!S' in the :safet-,• :all!all'p'Ses, and controil board and computer indication of pllant IParameter:s 

utiUized by the plant operators to confirm proper operation of the •control andl protecti•on 

instrumentation. Thi:s includes the following: 

• RTS fund:ions id1ellltified in Tabl1e 3.3.1-1 of NUIREG-1431 (or eqU1iva.lent for•otlher NSSS 
"'endoir designs), 

• ESFAS fulllctioM identif'ied in Table 3.32-1 of NUREG-1431 {or etflJii.'allent for otlher NSSS 
"'emlor designs}, 

• Operator action poil'ltS associated with instrumentation identffied in Table 33.3-1 Df 
NUIREG-1431 (or equivalent fair other NSSS vendor de:s~g111S}, 

• Set1Points associated with .LCO 33.5,'' lo:ss of Po1,\ler Diesell 1Genera"!Lor Start lnstn.Jmentationf 
of NUIREG-1431 (or equivalent for 1other NSSS vendor de.signs), 

• ln:strumentation :associated with the ~0111trol and indlucation functLons identifiedl in WCAP-

8567-P-A, .,[mproved1Th1mnal Design Procedure" and 

• ln:strumentation :associated with the ~ontrol and im:i~c;ation functi:ons identified in 1.\fCAP-

11397-P-A, "Revised Thermail De:si,gn Procedure." 

The pia111ts for which this methodology is considered applic:alble (wben explliml•; noted in the plant 

U1Pdated Final Safety Analysis !Report (UFSAR} in the equiii.r,illent .of NUREG-1431, Voll. 2, !Rev. 3.0, Sectioos 

B 3.3.1,. B 33.2, B 33.3 and B 3.35, !References) are: 

• We:stiriglhoUi!ie designed 2, 3 and 4 loop NSSS, 

• We:stinglhoUiS'e designed AP1oooe,.1, 

• Toshiba designed Adl.r,inced Bomng Water !Reactor and 

• Combustion Engineering (C-E} designed NSSS. 

1 
AP.1000 is a trademark or re,,,:iistered trad-emark of Westinghouse ~[e..'"tric company lLC, Its affilia't~ and.for 

.subsidiaries in tlhe United States of America and may be registered in other countries throu~uttbeworld.All 
rights reserved. Un:authori;;:ed use is strictly prohibited. 'Other names may be trademarts of their respective 
owners. 
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The methtldoilogy is not consi.dered applicalbDe to the un~rta[nty' calculations identified an the C-E 

dlorument CEN-35-6{V)"P, "Mod!ified Statistiical Combinatiion of Uncerta&rn:ies,"" wtiid1 are associated with 

the o·peration Dli'the C-E d!esignedl digital monitoring and protectiion systems, i.e., Core Operattng 11.imit 

Supell'Viisoll"f S•1istern 1~00LSS) a111d Core Protectio111 Cal ouDator SySll:em (CPCS). This docurnsnt was 

appro.,•ed by tl:le N:RC rn October, 1987. 

2. Uncertainties Defined by Plant Specific Baseline Documentation 

Please clanify the intent olfthe statement in the introductory paragraph to0 Section 2.0, 
whierre fit states: "All apprroplfiate andl applicable uncertainties, as defined by a review 
of plant specific baseline design input documentation, are included fin eacn 
proteclio111J, oonlrol or indi·c:a:tion function CSA caJic:ulation.n (Emp·hiasis added) For 
,example, which uncertainty temls are defined by Westinghouse andl which terms are 
dletffillied by plant speciliiic baseline desiDn documents? Are there any uncertannf'/ temis 
thahvould not have been inc~1.1ded in the expressions prresentfMll, if there had not been a 
reviieiN of planit specific baselme desngn fulput documentaoon? Or, ns it memfed to state 
thiat the !la/ues for each of the uncertainties in the expressio11s tilat fo.Jlow are to be 
obtallned through a review olfthe plant spedic baseline design input da.c:umentation? 
Also, please 1explain what is mealllt by the if:em1 "baselinen documentation. How are 
baseline documents differentiated from other plant documents? 

Westinghouse Riespo1:1se: 

There are many potellltial differemiators with respect to documentation of instrument unic::eril:aintiies, 
e.g.,. the ve111dor, supplier, licensee, purchaser, enviironmentaU 'conditiDns, am of '•\llhklh can inflluelllce an 
uncertatnty •rciDll!e. Jn :ar:fdltion, tiller.e is no stngle answer as to who is iresponsible for a specific 
uncertainty term as it is dep·enc:ient on sei.•eral "oarialbles, e.g., did \',1sstingttouse :specify and quallify the 
dleviice, or did the licensee pcm:ha:se a vendor specified device? Westingholl!Se works witlh the IBcensee 
tD dletermine each !ll111certainty componenl: !based on the r:fevicespecificatio111s and plant control of the 
dleviice. Startmg at the to:p, w.estinghotl'5e woul.d c·onsider tlhe fcillowing as baseUine design inpllit 
dlorumerntattion for an ll!ncertainty cal·ruDati,on; 

• UFSAR Cbapters 7 and 15, 
• Technical Specifications, 
• SuppDrting safet\;' :ana11.,.ses, 

• Sll!ppDrting ,cont~DI system analyses, 
• Functiional raq11irements documents, 
• Pr·Dtess lbl,Dclk dlia,grams, 

• P&lDs, As-Built drawi111gs, 
• Equtpment vendor manuals, 
• Eq!llipment suppDier infonnatiion - purchasing specifications, 
• Qualification test reports, 

• Licensee en11tro:nmental cala.ilations, 
• Scalli111g cal.a.iUations, 
• Sensor/transmitter callibration procedures :and As Left data, 
• Sensor/transmitter surveillance pretcedures and As Found data, 

• Process rad calibration procedures a111d As Left data, 
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" Process raclk sur.'eiUlance jprocedures andl As Found data and 
" Plant measurement and test equipmem specificatiDn:s. 

Witll respect to •.vlhD defines the lllncertainty terms- for a WestingllolllSe performed urncertamty 

calc::uiatiDlll foDlowi~ tile methodologi,•01.1tli111ed rn WCA.P-17504, 1.'.festlngh;ouse is ulltimately respDnsible 

for defi111mg the tenns urtiDized amll the CDrresp·onding values 'll'itll lkensee cwersight and 10011cUJnence. 

We.stilllglhouse will use apJPropri:ate infcnnatiDn frcm the ffist abDve to make tile detennination 1of what 

to indUJde and tlhe value. E•.'en a siimple protettion functiDn uncertainty calculatiDn will use information 

W<lm multi!PHesources; equi[pmentsuppliers, cDntractors, licensee and \'lestinghouse, i.e., there is no 

si~le sot.m::;e tilat can he defined fora given term. An elCample is a pres.sure transmitter purchased lby 

the lice111See: 

Witll respect to uncertainty temi W!dusiolll or 9dlusian, evaluations of pian.t 1oompDnent desiign, scaling, 

safety a111alyses a.nd calibration pra.cedures are appropriate to determine PMA teom applicability and 

ei;1e111 tile !basic uncertamt<,•terms to be considered or modeled, e.g., Steam Generator Level [ 

t'". Overtemperature ar I 
r.e and Overpower ~T [ 

]"". Thus, 
there is significa111t sensitivit';' to mDr·e than a basic understanding of the plant design and operation that 

is not ei.'idelllt from a cursory evaDuation 1ofthe basic uncertamt<; equatiDns. A reviiew of the uncertainty 
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equations will also n ate the albsence of a d11namic effects U1nce11tainty term. Westinghouse uncertainti,• 

calculatians refiled: a steady state conditi:on. Westinghouse assumes thattrans:ient di;-namic effects, e.g., 

transient and electronic nltering effects {lead, lag, rate lagt are modeled! explicitly en the safety analyses, 

as: they are in a Westmgho·us:e perfonned s:af.et>,• analysis. Westinglhous e comid!ers it aplPropriate to 

canfmm this aspect if tile safety anallyses are performed by others, e.g., fuel reJ,aads, :romainment 

integrity anally•seS". finallly, there i:s tlhe absence of EMl/Rf I tmcertamties: in the 1JJrncemunty equations. tt 
is impossible to model the unknown magnitudes: clue to these effects:. \'les:tingholl!Se raqukes the 

shielldingf.ar ENI! oradminilitrative controls preventmg the presence of RF! ar.aund control and 

protectiorn system components. 

3. M&TE Uncertainty and Calibration Standard Uncertainty Contri!bution to Total 
!1Jstrument Channel Uncertainty 

The NRC staff notes the expressDons presented in se,caon 2.1 do 111ot incllude a tem1 
representing the uncertainty of the calibration transfer standard (Calibration Standard) 
used at the piant to calibrate the measureme111t and test equipmeJl!t (M&TE} used fur 
calibrating the instaned plant ins1rlllmentation. Similru1iy, there do,es not appear to be ari 

expression for calcuDatirng or evaHuamg an up~ler bound! limit of the magnltJ.Jide of either 
Rack or Sensor M& TE uncertainty to be includ et:I in total ,channel statistiocai allowance. 
The explanatiio111 on page 19 for the tem1 "RMTE"' {Rack Measurement & T,est Equipment 
Accuracy) states: 

"W'he111 the magnltl.llde m RMilE meets the requirements of ANSJ/ISA-51.1-1979 
o(R 1993) (Reference 12, p. 61} it may be co111sidlered an i111tegral part of RCA or 
IRJD. Uncertainties dl.lle to M&TIE that are 10 tim$ more a,ccUJrate thalll the de11i,ce 
being calibrated are considered insignificant and may 11ot be i111cludled in tile 
uncertainty cal cula!ions." 

Similarly, 0111 page 21 the explanation for the term "SMTE (Sensor Measurement and 
Test EquipmernAc,curacy) states: 

"'iNhen the magnitl.llde of SMTE meets the reQil.llirem-en:ts of ANISIJ'ISA-51.1--1979 
(R1993} {R,efere111ce 12, p. 61) it may be consilfered an integral part of SCA. 
Uncerrtainties due to M&TE llhat are 10 times more accurate fuan the de~ce 
bei111g calnbrated are considered i111signmcant a11Jdl may 111ot be i111cludled in the 
uncertainty calculations." 

However, ANSl/ISA-51.1-1979 (R 1993) actually sfat,es: 

WCAP-17504-NP 

"When the accuracy rating cf the reference measuring means is one te111th or less 
than llhat of the device L.llnder test, the accuracy rating of the reference meaoorlng 
means may be ignored. When the accuracy roting Dfthe reference measuring 
means is one third or less, but greater than one tenth t!mt of the device under 
test, the m:wracy rating of the reference measuring means sha.fi be taken into 
account .. (Emphasis added) 
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In Section 4.0 "'1A1,es:tinglhouse Calilbration and Drnt Evaluatiolll Proces.s0 of 
'VVCAP-17504-P, Revision D, and WCAP-17504-NP, Revisio:rn 0, Section 4.1 ":flnput Data0 

states: 

[ 

] (Emplhasns added) 

The NIRC staff also l!lotes that Clause 5 of IEEE Standard 498-1985, "ll:EEE S:tandlard 
R,equirements for the CaJmrati,tm and Col!ltrol of Measull'in.gi al!ld Test Equipment Used illl 
N1.11clear Facflities,n (whi·ch is not enrlorned withiin N!RC Reg1.11lator1Guide1:11135) states: 

0 lln generall, tlhe inaccuracy of the reference standards sha~I collltriibute no mor.e 
:tlh:ain ollle 1fomitil o1i lltl1e aflowable measurmg andl test equipmelllt tolerance. 
:HO·'!l/·e\f1er, when the actual inaccuracy of the measuring and test ·eQJuipment is 
ness than one 1fourth of til·e pEant equipmelllt tolerance, or if reference starn!iaros 
lles.s than one fourth o1f tile tofemnce of the measur1illlg and test ,equipment are lllOt 
avanlable, the requirement :for one fourth may l!lot be necessail'Y. The rationale for 
de11iating from these requirements shall be justified and documented." 
{Emphasis adi!lled.) 

Thie NIRC staff notes tilat M& TE maintained andl calibrated in tightly oornrolled amlbuent 
env~ronmenm (e.g., a pEant l&C maintenance cafilbration lalboratory contro.Ued :fn, Tl "'F ± 
2 ~F) and then brought into plal!lt areas where a broad range of amlbielllt temperatLm:i! and 
humidiity condiiliions exist, fit is possible to exceed tile M& TE manufacturelf's reference 
cornlli:tions for nm accura1cy specmeaoons, and ft would be prudent to apply the 
mal!lufacbu·er's degraded accUJracy specification effect tenns. 111'i'lh'en empl•D"fing s1.:1ch 
,equipment ror 1calibrailiion of safety channel process measurement devfices nocated in 
areas where thie pllant ambfient temperatl.llre oondttions can i.•ary sig111illiicantly dep,endfing 
on seasona'I variations or plant operating starus, the magnitude o1f M&TE uncertainty 
contriibuting to tlhe :measured del/i1ce u111 certainty can vairy. As an example, a Fl1.:11ke 
Model 45 Digitar1 V•Dltmeter set on fast reading rate and used for measuring a 20 mA 
output .of a transmitter vrolil&dl have a referen 1ce accuracy of ± ~[]I.OS% of Reading + 2 
digits) and a resoluiliion of 0.1 mA over a 1scc to 28°C ambnent ~emperatl.llre range, but 
has an acicuracy d,e-rating temi:1'erature effect of ±{0.1 X {Accuracy Spe1c/"C )(..:l T) when 
operated outsfidle til·e 18¢C to 28°C (64.4 to 82_4"F} ambient temp,erature rang·e. Thus, 
a measurement read!ingi of tile 20 mA transmitter ou!fput taken witlilin til,e (64.4 to 82.4°F} 
reference condition bant:l would have a 1-sigma Ulll certainty of± D.145 mA, but wound! 
hav,e a 1-sigma unce:rtrinty of± 13.252 mA when operated at 85c'F - '9[]1°f ambfient 
cont:litions. 

The NRC staff also notes that the magnitud·e of M&TE uncertainty co11tr:ibuiliion to to:tal 
channen uncertainty is based on sev.eral factors, including the M& TE manufacturer's 
published refer,ern,ce accuracy when operated within tile r,eference 1oonditions appHicab~e 
to that accuracy s~lecillication; the use of factors or alternate uncertainty tenns for de
rati11g M&T!E accuracy if the M&TE is used under reference condi;fiions outside til·e 
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pubDished referenice oondnfions (e.'!li-, at elevated or colli:!l ambient te1m;perarure 
ccmditions.) The M&TE uncelltaiillit'/ contrilbution is allso dependient ora ttl·e calnbration 
stmdaro accll!mcy used to calfibrate the M&TE equnpment, and the rea!llalbilit'/ o1f ttie 
M&TE_ it is also o,ften lb1aredl on the use of a comlb1nation o1f M&TE d,evices during a 
calilbration process, such as the appik:a®ora of ara aocll!rate test pressure gauge to 
measure the ap.plved test pressure to the tinpiut ,o1f a pressure or cfrn:ferentia1 pressur,e 
sensor, in con]un,cfion lA•lth a dlgntai \'olfmeter to measure the current oulput of the 
transm~tlerdropped a·cross a precisiion test resistor. The input M&TE device uncertmnty 
must be pliopagated and oomlb1ned approp·TiiateJy v~itti that ,of the output M& TE device to 
arm.re at total uncertainty due to M&TE. 

There are no te1m1s in the 1-'li'esffnghouse uncertaint/ 1expressions of Section 2.D 
represeJllting calfibration :standard uncertainty, arad there are oo formulas or expressions 
pmviided for evaluatiny the magnilbud!e O·f SMTE and RMlE. Therefo,re, it appears to the 
NRC staflf ttiattlhe 1-'lj'esmgilouse uncertaEnfy ,expr·essions presume ttJ,e accuracy rating 
o1f the r,eference meas111riing meoos for callilbrati111g (M& TE) is always one-tenth or less 
tha111 that o,fthe Mi&TE de·v•l1ce lb·ei111g ca][brated, and aloo presume the resulting M&TE 
UJncertainr/ is always on.e-tenttl or less than that of the sensor or group of rack devi·ces 
under test 

a} PD ease expUain the basis 1i'or thns apparent presump·tion or provide cEarification. 
Dnclude a desciriptlon olf ttlllY specifi•c expectations W·estinghm:ise ha:s licensees to 
ensure: { 1) prop,er appli,cailiion of \1Ve.s1iingllouse uncelltai11t1 expressions ''1then 
v,erifying that the aocL11racy rating o·f calnbratfon standard equipment used for 
calnbrming measll!remeint arad test equipment {M& TE) is ten times better than that o·f 
the device u111der test,. ood {2} that M& iE equipment accuracy iis a~ways better than 
or equal to the rack or sensor device l!Jeing calibmted. If appropriat,e, please lncHude 
a statement as to the n::!latr1,e signilfficooce otfthe calibration standard uncertainty on 
the deternnination o1f M&TE uncertainty. Also include a statement regarding tile 
signffi calll ce of M& TE uncertainty on total loop uncertainty in the ,ev,ent ttlat file 
a,ccuracy of su•ch calibratiion standards is not at least ten times better than the M&TE 
devi,ces being callilbrated, or thie un certmnty of the M& TE dev;ices is not one-tenth or 
better than thie uncertainty of anstrument chamel deviices being ca:ltibrated _ 

for example, in the event the aocL11racy cf selected plalllt calibration standards used 
1i'or 1cal1brating M& TE ·equipment is no bettter than ttm::e or four times better than ilhe 
accuracy ofttie M&TE de>.ices being calibrated (rattlerthan the expected accuracy 
of ten ltiimes or better, irn::!li·cate the imp3ct this result wou~i:I have on the ,estimate of 
total ~oop uncertainty and on rack 1c:alibrafion allowanices, along with any safety 
margin ll!hat may exiist within the methodo.Jogy expressio111s that may bound the 
additnonall Uill'certairaty due to M&TE equipment Simuarliy, in ~hie event that the M&TE 
unicelltai!IDJ is not corn~istentny one-tenth or less than that o1i' tih,e loop de\'Eces being 
calllbrated, im!iicate the nmpact fuis condition would have on the estimate of total loop 
uncertainty and ori rack callibration allo'rNallce.s, as well as the impact on any safety 
margin that may exiist will!h.in lfh.e methodo·logy expressions that may bound the 
addioonall ul!l'celltainty due to M&TE equipment 
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WestinghoUISe Response: 

!t.slhoulrl not i:Je construed tlhatthe generic magniitudes ofSMTE and RMTE in 1;!/,esliifl\gho!J!5e u111certa!n.~· 

calmiations are alw.at,•s one tenth of the SCA or IRCA. Thf.s :stallement tn the d!efinitio111 idlE!llltiftes that 

whelll plant .S1Pecffic M&TE fora ftmctiiDn meets the 10:1 requiremem, as demo·nstrated b'!I' callcullation 

fur the co111dlition.s under wlhkh the M&TiE wirn lbe used, i.e., alfter aa::o1.mtingfortemp,erarunn'<lriation 

from tlhe M&TiE callilbration em1·iro111ment, the effeel: of the M&TE magnitude 0111 tlhe CS~. magl'.!Jitucle rs 
minimal. w,estiing\holl!Se al•va}'S evaluates tlhe ma,gl'.!Jitudles ofSMTE :and :RMliEfor a Wesll:in~ouse 

performed uncertai~· calculatio111. Exam1Plles of expDicitly accounting for SMT:E and RMTE magnitudes 

are WCAP-1'636:!1.-P IRev.1, "Westinghouse S,etpoillll: Methodlol,a~· fD'a Protectiio111 Sy.s1tems- AP:!l.OOD'/' 

(see as :an example Table 3-8, "P~essurizer Pres.sur.e - Low & IH~hi"} and WCAP-1711:9-P Rei,·. 2, 

"Methodollogi,' for South Texas Project Units 3 and 4, A!BWR Technical S1Pecffiication Set1Points, Advana:dl 

Boiling Water IRea,ctor South Teira.s Project- Units 3 & 4," (see as :a111 'exam1Pl·e Table 3-8, "Reactor Vessel 

Steam Dome !Pres.sure Hligh- IRPS Tlip Initiation"'), botlh of which were gen eratedl undl& \'V'es1tinglho1.11Se 

control and ara attadled f.or convenience. There ara many other examplles of Westinghouse performed! 

plant .SJPeciflc uncevtainty callculation.s tilat demonstrate this aspect of tlhe INestivlghouse Setpotnt 

Meth.odoDogy. There ara instances where [ 

].,"_ There ara more instances wlhere [ 

]"«. There are other plant .spec:iffiic examples where [ 

However, to explicitly addrassthe NRC points, theroUlowingis noted. 

• 1.',1estinghouse reoommen ds to plants th:at M& TE .slhoul d be as aa::urate as reasonably 
achievalbl:e. 1111 some instances this results in a ratio ,of 10:1 orbe~er. lt.slhould be UJndell'Stood 
tlhat Wes:tinghoUISe makes recommendations, bllit in the :actual anal•1sis, reflects the M& TE 
hardvrare the plant has procurad and .S1Peciiiied m its procedures. It is incumlbent upon the plant 
to the111 maintain consistenC'( with tlhe 1Pla111t JProcedures and the aJPplicalbl e uncertain ti,• 
calculation. 

• An M&TiE ratio of less than 10:1 mrust be eXJPUicitl~·includedl in the unc:erntnty cakrullatio11. 
• Westinghouse determines temperature effeel:s on M& TE, :as defined llJi;' tlhe M& TiE 1.•endor, 

based on tlhe 1Pllan~ specific elllvironment and includes this effect when aJPpropriate. This is 
·consistel'llt •iiith NRC Information Notic:e 96-22 :and is included in the determinatii:m of meeting 
the 10:1 ratio: 

• While not exJPUicitll•,' applOcable (because the .standard! has been witlhdrawn]:, Westinghouse 
recommends that the IEEE-498 reqwremi!nt {identified for calibration reference standards, i.e., 
woridng .standall"ds} ,o.f 4:1 lbe ap1Plliedl whe1111POS:StbUe to M&TE as a Do·wer limit, i.ie., tlhe ratio 1110 

less than. 

• However, Westinglhouse also rac·ognizes that due to ele•.'atedl zeroes or instrumerrttumdown 
ratios, even a 1:1 ratio may not i:Je raasonabl•1• achie\'abUe, 'e.g., I ]''". 
It is then clearl)' a requirement of the Westinghouse Setpoint Metlhodiologythat SMIE :aoo/or 
RMTE must lbe explitill:ly addressed in thie unc:ertainty cal,cullation. Westinghouse has f!JO 
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reco1Decti10111 ofa lNest:iinghioU!Se perfonned 1.mo:rtaint'p'calcul:ation 'll'ihere ratuos of1:1 or less 

w.ere llJOIJ: e:itpl600:1y i:ndudedl i111 the caiculatiion. 

• As a genera.I rulle, Wes!l:i11Jghome [ 

]*'~ 

• \'lithi thie UtSe of diigita.l 1eiectronics in bath 1trafl£Smitters andl process .racks, itt iis becomi111g more 

diffiwltto ad1veve a 10:1 ratio fur M&TE_ West:iinglhouse Blas perfolfmed e:xample calculatiions 
for two diili:feJrent 11'1J111ctio11Js to demonstrate the overail effect o1i' calllbratvon reference stamllaird 

maglllitudes o.n the Channel Statistical Ailowarn:e (CSA}. The first cakullall:io11111ses amentlly 

i111Sta.ll1ed hardWara - fressurizer P!'essure with a Rosemou11Jt US4SH9 transmitteJr a11Jdl 
\!;,lestinghiou:se 7300analCJg1Proc:es:s racks_ The secondl uses the latestharciwara, tralllSmittterr 

racks a111dl M& TE - Feeclwater fra.ssura ·.mh a Rosemount 3051065 transmitter and O'Aratiion 

digltcil !Process radcs. Tables are presented with a range o1i' M& TE to calibratfo111 referaoce 
standlaird ratios fur botlh sets of cak11Uations. 
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WCAP-16361-P Revision :1,. "'Westinghoruse Setpoint Metlhodo!ogy for Piroteroo111 Systems= APlODO" 

TAIBILE J..S 
.NU'.:sstlIUllR i'!tltSStrru'. - LO\\' & HIGH 

[ 
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WCAP· l..7119 P Revision 2, "Methodology for SOuth Texas Pll'ojed Un'lts 3 and 41 ABWR Tedlm:lta'I 

Spei"<ification setpoints, Advanced Bailin& Wilier Reat>t:ocSouth TexM Project Units J and 4" 

[ 

KC -J lt'H 
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b} lffi' it is :ttH~ intent to folllo~v the gliidaT1Jce of ANSl/ISA 51.1-1979 (R 1993), pllease 
provid1e sp•eciliic djrections for iicensees to 1folllow when implerne11Jting til·e ANSIJllSA 
51.1-1979 gUJi·rllance stating "'MVhien i!h·e a•cCJUracy rating of the referetr1 ce measul!ing 
me.a11Js is one third or less, but greater than one tenth that offue device u11r!lertest, 
the accura1cy rati11g olf i!tle relference measuring means shall be taken mnm account" 
Provid!e precaulio11s, filmltatiio11s, am:! mmimum required steps to Ille taken \WJ·en 
identw1ing ood acoounting forM&TE uncertmnty. If approplliate, discuss the mea11s 
to acicm:mt for calfuration standard accuracy and read!abiltty. 

Westinghouse Response: 

Westinghouse W•Dllillldl rec:ommef'lld that me magf'llitUJdle o1i' SMrE and RMTE be i:feterrnijf'lled roir :all 

UJm:ertai:nty cal cul:ations. lf the ratio oli' SCA:SMTE (or RCA:RMTE) as 1.ess than 10:1; '!Nesti:nghia·use would 

recommend th:atthe magJniitude ofSMrE (or RMrE) be explicitly:addressed, i.e., included!, i:n the 

uncertaf.nty calcul:ation. As demonstrated in the :abD'\l~e examples, I 

c) Please exp!ain a11d clarify tile i11tent of the statement: [ 

] This statement 
seems to imp.Jy that if i!tle !Dcensee procedures do not have any information 
desciiibing required M&TE acicuracy or do not delineate whi,ch calibratfion d·ei.~ces are 
required or acceptable for use in pelrfomiing spet:ific safety r·elated instrument 
calibrati•ons, then the Dicensee is free to ig11ore a11y effects of M&TE uncertainty. At a 
mnnimum, eaichi licensee shou'ld have a fist of all available M& TE et;uipment at Its 
dnsposa1, anllll have a •!llOOd idea of which subset of that equipment shoulld be allowed 
for use in perform'ing each type 1Df instrument charmel calibration. !How.eii,rer, the 
Westinghouse S.etpoirrt Methodolomr us silent on how m perform an estimate of the 
1sorot~i:ase po·ten~al M& TiE uncertainty to account for the M& TE contribution to total 
instrument channel uncertaint-1 when tile M&TE uncertainty is greater i!tlan one tenth 
that off l!t11e delifoet[s) under :test 

Westinglhouse Ftesponse: 

Westinglhouse s1J1,ggests t:h·e statement above is being taken out of ca:ntext with regards to tile tre:atm em 

of M& TE magnitudes in ·uncertai111tti• calcU1lations. As noted i:n the response to (b} above, Westinghouse 

recommends that tile magnitude of SMTE ancl RMTE be determined foir :all :uncertainti,' al<lul:ations am:I 

to be expllkltly addlressed, i.e., indudecl, in tlhe uncertainty calculation anytime theSCA:SMTE or 

RCA:RMTE ratio is Dess than 10:1. Witlh regards to ttie statement excerpted above; [ 
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_ a .. c 

d} ~ appropriate, pw~·ide clalfificaoon or guidance ror use of the uncertainty expressiions 
to address !he possil!JDlit'f that tile avaUable M&TE equipment may not always be one
te11th the accuira•C'f orrtfh.e devices being caDbratedl, mcludong the need to vemy the 
relative tnncertainliies be:tw·een lh1e M&TE avaDlable for use and the equipment being 
tested. 

We.stinglhouse Response: 

Westinghouse recommends (and ,generallly finds in plant spet::ffic caDilbration aml sur.·eiDlance 

procedur.es:} the determtnation of a maic!imum M&TE u111certainty aHlowecl far thie calibration or 

suir.•eillla!llce •ofa transmitter or instrument clban!lle.'I, e~g., ±>0.2 ml/ on the 20 V range for a [)MM. Ii' a 

srpecific de'.ice is: no·tedl, thiere is: allso a §eneral statement to alllow the utilization of a devke wiith an 

equii.oaient 1or better acc!Jlracy. Since Wesii:in~ouse would explicitly lll:iDize this DMM 11ncertainti1 

magnffilde in the function uncertainty calrul:ation, thiis specification and thie equii.oaienq• requirement 

slhoul d be adequate instruction for thie plant. lHowe•.·er, to provide additional dlarity as to the 

Wes:ti11glhouse i!lltent oftre:atmelll1i of M&TE, t!he definitions of RM1iE and SMliE willl be r,e ... •iised to as 

foll•ows in thie aprpro•,•ed •,•er.sion o·f \'JCAP-17504, Revision 0. 

• Ratk Measuirement & Test IEqufpml!!lltAuuraty (RMTE) 

The accurac';"Of t!he test eq;ui1Pment (ti,'picalll!f a transmitter sfmuDator, voDtage or•rurrent power suppl~·, 

and OVM} used to calibrate a pmcess Doop in the racks. Westinghouse recommends: that iRJ.JITE sho11Dcl 

be as accurate as reasonably achie•.oalbDe. A ratio of iRCA:RMTE or RD:RMTiE of Uess than 10:1 must be 

expBicit!P,• included in the IJITI•certatnty cal,rulation. Temperature effects: on IRMliE, as clefinecl by the M& TE 

vendor, based on tile !Dcation specifi1: enviironment sho11id lbe included when appropriate. This is 

col15istent with NRC [nformation Notice 96-2.2 (iReference 31} and i.s included in the detenninati1m of the 

RCA:RMTE or RD:RMTE ratio. 1,•Jhe111 the magnitude of RMTE meets the requirements of ANSl/JSA-51.1-

1979 {R1993} (ltef'erence 12, IP- 61) it may be ams:iclered an integral part of RCA or RD. Uncertailllties: 

due to M&TE that are 10 times: mo~e accurate tilan the clevke being ca.librat·ed are considered 

insignificant and need not be included in the uncertainty• calculations. I ]0
" 
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• Sensor Measurement & Test Equi!Pmem Accuracy (SMTiEl1 

The at:ruraq• ,Dfthe tesc: eq;ui11Jment (tr1'Picall!v a: lhfgh ac:ct1racy locaD readout g:a~e and DMM) U1Sed tD 

callbrate a: s,ensor or transmitter il'll the field 'or in a calibration labDral:O'ry. \Uestinghouse recommends 

that SMTiE shou Id be as accurate as rea:sol!lablly a:c:hie1,rabJe_ A ratiD of SCA.:SMTE or SD:SMTE of less than 

10:1 must be ex;piiciitl•1• includedl il'll the t11noertai:nty cakullatiolll. Tem1Pera1ture ,effects oni SJvITE, as deffiined 

by the M& TE vendor, lba:serl ol'll the location specific el!lviironment s:houlldl be inc:lllldled whelll :a1Ppropriate. 

This is consistent with NRC !11Jformatiion Notice 96-22. {Reference 31} a11Jd is included il'll tb.e 

determination of the SCA.:SMTE or SD:SMTE ratio. \'J"hen the magnitude of SMTE meets the 

requirements of ANSl/JSA-51.1-1979 (R1993) (Reference 12, p. 61} it may be conside~ed an illltegral part 

of SCA or SD. Ul!lcertainties due to M&TE that are 10 times more accurate than the lfeviice being 

]~ 

4. Westinghouse Process Measurement Accuracy (PMA) ~~ormalization Process 

In Sections 2-5 and 3.2 o,f WCAP-17504-P, Revision 0, anidl WCAIP-17504-INP, 
Revision 0, dealing v1fill 1complex digital functions and deii111ioons, respectively, fuere is a 
discussion pertaining to the need for 'i1om1aliizi111if certain prncess measurement effects. 
For instance, ln the [ 

a} Please describe the oormallizaoon process in greater detail. Specffically, \vhi•chi 
instrument ,channel functions or portions of instrument channel fun c.tions requfir·e a 
normalization process to benchmarlt safety channel readlings or to estimate process 
measurement uncertainties? 

Westinghouse Res:pol!ls:e: 

Noted below are two tables of Westinghouse Qmtrol and Protec:tiolll functiions that are normalized and 

the associated reference paramel!er. How each is nonnalized and treal!ed in the function's: 1mcertainty 

calculatiolll is pro•:ided below the tables. 
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Protection Function - Pllr:amete:r -- Refere:nc;e 

NllS lnte~medme Riln!e - [ 1~" 

NIS Power Range - [ )*-" 

Ovenemperatur'e lff - I ]"" 

Ovenempe:rature lff - ( )""' 
Ovenempe:rature lff - ( ] .. " 

Overpower AT- I t • 

Overpower t!.T - [ )"" 
RCS Low Flow - I 1•1< 

RCS Loop AT Equivahent to Power- [ ] .... 

Ste;im tlow/feedwater flow mismatch- [ ] ... ' 

-
• NES Intermediate Range - [ r·: Th e Norn inaJ Trip Setipoint INTS} fOf" t h is function is [n t he 

1range of 25 '%Rated Thennal Power (RTP). However, ( 

) " i tile function' s Cnann Statistica l 

Allow;ince {CSA} c;iloulation. 

• NllS Power R;inge - [ '': [ 

) .... 
• Ove:rtemperature ti.T - [ ).,.: The Overternper:ature AT reactor t rip funrtion provides DNB 

1p.rotection by restricting re;ictor power. It performs this function tllro~h mooito:rifll: the 

temperature equiva lent of ~eactor IPOWer, RCS loop specific: l!.T. However, [ 
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• Oveirtemperarure tff - [ 

is [ 

• 0 11ertemper.1rure tff - [ 

]"" 

1•1
• : A seoond as,pect ofttle Overtempeirature ti.T's DN8 1protection 

]""' 

]._' : Another as,pect of1ihe Overtemperat ure tlT's DNB 

protection is the effect of axial po1111er diisliribution. Tihis is evaluated th·rou~h 1ih e ·use of 

]""' 

• 0 1ieil1Jl0Wer li. l - [ J"'": The CNerpowe;r . .!lT reactDr t rip function is a d'ili•erse protection function 

to tlhe NJS Power lil an~e O!J\er [pOWler 1reactor t rrp. lit performs 1ihi s function through monito·rin,g 

the tern perature e-quil.-alent of 1reactor power, RCS loop s.pecific iff. Howeveir, [ 

]""' 
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J "'": Aseooml aspectof t he Overpower AT protectionisth:e [ 

]"'" 
• RCS - t ow Flow - I ]..,.: Originally, RCS f low ·was verified using a ~redsion RCS Flow 

Calorimetri:c mea.st1reme nt. [ 

]""' 
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• RCS Loop AT Equivalent t o Powe:r- 1 ] "'' : Severa l Wmingho111Se plants have a1 modification ,to 

the Steam Generator Water Level - Low-Low reactor t rip/stanlij> of auxi liary feedwater. An SG 

L.ei.·el trip t ime delay varies discret •as a function of "nd icated power. As the uncertaintywitlh 

the IS Power Range channels inoreases si;nificantly with d ecrea:sing powecr, i:t was determined 

to use the tempemu:re eq11i1Valent to reacto:r power Ill. Tl. wh iclil is linea r aiS a functicm of power, 

as 1ihe input. HowevH, I 

• Steam ow/Feedwater f low mismatch - ( 

]""' 

10ontrol IF unction - !Parameter --
Cold Leg Elbow Tap in di cation - [ ) .... 

-
Cold Leg bow Tap indication - [ )"'' : [ 
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b} V.!Jlen pJant process mea:oorement data is recordecl during the normalization 
process, that data oontains uncertafinty, such as reference accuracy, M&TE 
uncertainty, reading error, and other terms. How is this uncertainty information 
accounted for in the callibration of llhe instrument channels being normalized against 
plant readings? Forexamp!e, are there acceptance limits of process measurement 
uncertainty that m·e treatedl as upper and lower bounds, or is the exact result oi' a 
recorded value used during the normallizaoon adjustment? Please desclibe thiis 
pirocess. 

Westi111gilot1Se Respom::e: 

c) For ea·ch p:lant suNernance in which oormamzaoon is required to be perl'omied, 
please describe in detail which specific measurements or computations are made to 
suppmt or compare against specific ins1rument channel uncertainty temm and 
iden:ffify tile applicable specmc safetiJ related instrument functions affected. Please 
pro·oiide a summary table that describes these required nom1alization processes. 

Please see the respo111Se to (a} abo'l;'e. 

WCAP-17504-NP 

d} \l'lhern P'lant data is tanten to pemmn process measurement accuracy nomm!izaffon 
using alternative plant meaoorements { e.g,, measurement of core thermal power 
calo'fnrnelriic parameters to oom1amze feedlwater flow measunrement}, what 
proDesses/procedures are employed to ensure tile accuracy of the data recordecl 
meets re111uirecl acceptance criteria limits? For example, h01w is the licen!}5e 
expected to ensure that such normalization data meets ttie required accuracy for llhe 
insITT.lment chame~ fum;ffons that use the nomlarJzation data? How does the 
5censee ensure the normalization measurements taken are traceable to appropriate 
standards? For instance, lh01N would a licensee know the worst-case uncertainty 
limits to isilich the associated normalization data must be taken for a particular 
func!ffion? Desclfibe/pro·~~d·e any \IV·estinghouse guidelines to licensees that ensure 
such normalization reacli~s are controlled so tile data meets certain acceptance 
criteria? 
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:5. Effects of Propagation of Error tllrough Hon-Linear Instrumentation Components 

The NRC staff notes ll'lat Section 6.3.1 oHhe ISA Recommended! Practiice 67.04, Part 11, 
and several licensee retpornt method,olc,gies it has reviewed o·lfer the years describe the 
effects of pro1il'agatio11 of random el!Torfrom 111,e input side of an instrument module to the 
output side of the module. 1&1'1'hen random e:rror is propagated through nonlinear llllodules 
in which the signal is amprumed or combined with random i11Jput errors ooming from the 
outputs of several modu~es that feed it, llhe random portion of the ,error can beoome 
amplified. Whelli mul!ipl,e modules are smmg together, the elects of propagation of 
input error to output can beoome magnilned significantly. The sta:ff notes that while 
sensor and rack uncertainties are d,escnibed in WCAP-17504-P, Revision 0, and 
WCAP-175U4-NP, Revision 0, llbe topical report is silent on the eflfe,cts of such 
propagation of error from input to output of an instrument channel 

a) Please d·escr:ilbe why "\NCAP-17504-P, Revision 0, and 1~\fCAIP-17504-NIP, Revision 0, 
does not discuss the effects of such random error propagation, or ~evtise the WCAP · 
to address this aspect. How has this ,effect been accounted for illl the ~~etemtinatio11 
of Channel Statistical AISowance within the Westinghouse Setpoint Methodoloyy (i.e., 
which error tem1s are estimated wilh sufficient margin to account fer these effects}? 

Westinghouse Response: 
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b) If llhere is a Westinghouse study or report that has evaluated the effects of sucil error 
propagation and fo11.1rn:l these effects to be negligible for the scope of instrumern 
safety functions 1'/pi·cal for a 2, 3, or 4-loop Westinghouse design plant, please make 
such a report available for staff evalualiion. 

Westinghouse Response: 

6. Estimating the Magnitude of Uncertainty Terms for New ~nstrument Channel 
Devices 

Section 4 ofWCAP-17504-P, Rel/ision D, and WCAP-17504-NP, IReviseon 0, describes 
considerations and melhods for estimating lhe magnitudes of several of lhe uncertain1'/ 
tem1s descn"bed in Section 3.2, including the need for estimating uncertamr1 
perfomtance information at the 95195 probability and confidence level for r;eactortrip and 
engineered safety features actuation systems. [ 

Please describe the Westinghouse Generic Se!point Methodology steps one would need 
to take in estimating the magnitude of drift and other applicable uncertainty tem1s in the 
event lllat a safety 1chrumel instrument or groups of instruments were to be replaced due 
to obsolescence by an instrument or set of instruments comprised of equipment models 
not supplied by Westinghouse or that had never before been used at that site or for that 
particular safety function. For example, Section 5.1 states the initial sensor drift wfill be 
'"based initially on llhe v0endcr specification data and subsequently on the periodic 
evaluation ·Of SD data {As Found -As Left)." Is there a similar plan for evaluating and 
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accounting forttie drifi of rack components that are replaced with components that ha\"e 
not been used before? 

Westinghouse Response: 
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7. Basis of Assumptions for Estimating andfor Maintaining the limits of Magnitude 
of Uncertainty Terms as Ctilarnnel Operability Evaluation Limits 

Section 5.1 ofWCAP-417504-P, Revision 0, and WCAP-17511M-NP, Revision D, desclfil!Jes 
some of the undeJ!lyDng assunnp·tions and considerations that fornn the l!Jasiis of tlhe 
\~'estiinghouse Generiic Setpoint Methodology. Pfiease pralide ·clarffi,callion of the 
followmg assumptions and ci:msiderations. 

a} The Westinghouse Generic Setpoinit Methiodo·logy, states thiat 'for op·erable process 
racks, AFT= ALT= RCA;" and thiat "an ALT may be consideredl as a11 outer liimit for 
the purposes of calibraifiion and finistrument uncertaint/ c~cL!llations. n It is also stated 
that "R·ecalllbration is e.xpffi·citllly reQil.llired any time :the As found! condition of fue de\ice 
or charnniel ns outsid·e oti' 1tn.e Al T. A dei.'iice or channel may oot Ille left outsi·rle tlhe ALT 
1Nithiout declaring :the devi·ce or channel "'inoperabfie" and appropriate action ta~en." 

Section 52 also states: "A channel foul!ld inside tlhe RCA tolerance (ALT) Ol!l an 
indicated basis iis considered ito be operable. A chfil!lnell fm.md outsnde the RCA 
tolerance (ALT) iis evaluated rnnd recalllbrated. The chiamel must be returned ito 
within the ALT fur ilh·e channel to be consi·dered ope~able." 

Many, ii' not most opera1iing p,lants lilave technical specifiications containing va~ues fur 
Reactor Tlfip and Engineered Safefy Features Actl.llati•on fiunctiions as cAllowa:ble 
Values.a Also, thie Model AppUcation issued by the NRC stafi'with ilh·e publication olf 
its approval of the B1ilVR and P'iJ'lR Owner's Groups T·echnic~ Sp·eciiiica1iion Task 
Force traveler for TSTF-493 describes tlhe use oti' Surveillance Note 1, pertan111illlYJ to 
the use of ALT as a means ror detem1ining wheilh·er a channel is "ftmctioning as 
required, n rather than "operable."' 

Piease clam/ your use of ltih·e ternn "op·erabl·e" and "illloperable"' as described i111 the 
qmted sentences from S.ec1iions 5.1 and 5.2 above in !fight of the typical Plant 
T echni cru Specffiication use of ltih·ese terms. In UJJht of the discussion of Section 5.3 
and Point 65 ·Of Se•ction 6.0 olf the 1NCAP, it appeara that a possible outcome o·f the 
use of the Westinghouse Sefpoint Metlhodology is to 1com:pute and list :the values 
representing ilh·e noofli-'COl!lsewative direction limiits of RCA or A!L T Tem1s in the plant 
Techni~ Specffiications as fu·e cAllowable Values:" Is thiis 1correct? ls \1Vestinghm:ise 
1r1VCAP-17504-P, Revision D, and WCAP-1750~NP, Reviis6on 0, intended to provide 
a basis for estabffishing a ·consewative limfi of A!L T as a new" All)owable Value" for 
1tJ\festinghouse PWRs? If not, please d·escribe how thie !limits for RCA, ALT, and AFT 
relate to the values current!)" listed in pLantTechnncal Spe,ci:fiications as 
cAlilowable Values"? If so, please desclfiibe how this intent 11Jould be accomplished? 

Westilllghouse Response: 

To einsu:re commonallity of understandli:ng, noted bel·ow is the definition of OPERABLE from NURE-G-1431 

Voll 1, !Rev. 3.0, page 1.1-4: 
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OPERABLE- OPERABILllTY A system, subsystem, train, component, or device slhalD be 
OPERABLE or have OPERABILJiTY lNhen iii: is capaibDe of 
performing ills specified safety function{s) am:!l 11;1helll am 
necessary attendant finstrumentation, oontrol!s, normal or 
emergency electrical power, cooling and seal 11.•a!ter, 
lubrication, and other auxiliary equipmel!lt that are r,equfiredl 
for the system, subsystem, train, componeJllf, or device to 
~lerfom1 its specified safety function(s) are a.loo capalb~e o,f 
~lerfom1ingi their related support function(s)_ 

WestinglhoLnSe wouDd suggest that an illlStr[J]ment diannel made up of a sens,or/transmitter and an 

instrumel1it rack (analog ending with a !bistable, digital ending with a trip device} co[J]ld be described as 

two prindple compon,ents; 1} sensor/transmitter, 21' instrument raclk. !Both components mU!St be 

"capable of perl'orniing their f[J]n,cti1Jn" in 'order for a 1l:riJP to take place at the apjproJPriate poim: 

(parameter or process value}. Howe>.'er, only one tiOmJPonent has a setpoint whkh can lbe deffm!dl in tlhe 

plant TechnkaD Specifications, Table 3.3.1-1 or Table 3.3.2-1, Le., the instrnment rack lbiisll:albDe or triJP 

device. Th is I eaves open to question and interpr,etation the definition of operability for the 

sensor/transmitter. In order t0> address the ril!)or ~equir,ed to meet a two-sided 95/95 statemen.t, as 

identified in RG 1.1115 Rev. 3 and clarii'ied in the pr.ojposed RG 1.105 !Rei.•. 4, Westinghouse wo[J]ld suggest 

that a clear definition of operabiHity must lbe specffiecl for !both sensor/transmitter ancll process racks. 

This cannot be supplied b;• the simple definition of an "Al lowalbHe Value," as currently utif:ized in NUR!EG-

1431. With respect to plants with a Westi11glhoU1Se NSSS, the Albwable VaH[J]e is detiined t0> be aJPplicalbCe 

only to the process racksetpoint. In addition, an o!dlen•erston of the AIIlo11ialbDe Value 'o\las detiined in a 

manner that wlhen exceeded, allows tihe offsetting of a non-ronser.oatiPJe As found condition fior p~cn:ess 

racks with a conser.oatiiiteA:s found condition ohhe sensor/transmitter, i .. e., the "'fu•e ao,lumn 

methodology." It is far to0> easy to alB0>w offiietting compensation thr·ough pajper arithmetic ,of excessiiite 

pmcess raclk drift that if experienced sh1Juildl resullt in serious q[J]estioning of continUled 1:i.peralbilify. In 

the instance of digital pr·ocess racks with self-check/selll1-calibration capalbllities, an As Found oond~tion 

outside of the self-ca lib ration As LSI: limit is a cl ear definition of an inoiPeralble instrument channe~ 

regardless of the condition ,of tlhe sensor/transmitter. In fact, the WestinghoU!Se !Eagile-2.1 pr.ocess ra•clks 

will alarm when no 11lngeralble to satisfy the self-calibration criterion. Thus, allowing an offs:ettill"Jg 

compensation lby a sensor/transmitter •.vouUd be inappropriate and contrary t0> the operalbiliitv deiiinition 

in the plantTedlmical.Specfficatio111s. 'li'Tllth respect to anailog process racks, \',f.e:s:tinghoU!Se lhas 

considerable data demonstrating that the expected As FoUJnd conditiJJn for an 'olPerable anaflog dhannel 

is within the As Lefttoierance. 

ln order to address the two-sided nature ,D>f tlhe Westinghouse Setpoint MethodoHctg',', lit is necessary to 

de?me the allow,ed •condition {As left and As Foundl •D>fthe process racks about the Nominal Trtp 

Setpoint in both the oonser.oat!P.·e and non-conservat!P.·e directio111S, refilecting tlhe Westinghouse two 

pass evaluatio.n ol'the As Found condition, i.e., 

As left conditictn :S (NTS±As left Tolerance), where the ALT= R:CA, 

First Pass As Found condition :S (NTS ±As Found Tolerance), whe~e the AFT= ALT (performed! in the field} 

and 
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Second Pass As f,ound condi:tion :S [As left:± As Found ToDerance), wheire the AFT= RD =ALT (penormedl 

as part ,o.f tile e;1,'ailllatio111 of .rack drift). 

Wi:tlh r.es:pec:t to a nonnally op•erating instrumel!lt c!hannel and an instrument technician dlriViing tile As 

left condition to a neair zero % SJPan calllbratvon error, tlhe expect!ed As Found condition wou Id be within 

the (!'HS± As Left ToDeranr:e), whkh the We51i:ingtioU1Se 'evalU!ation oli' plant data demonstrates. Thus, t'o1r 

Westinghouse specffied process racks, OPERABLE is defiined as: 

As left: cond!itron::; (NTS±As left:Tolerance}, where tile ALT= R:CA, 

Fi:rst Pass As Fot11nidl cond!itnon .$ (NTS ±As Found Tolerance11, wlhere the AFT= ALT (as initial~· ·evaluated 

in the fielld) andl 

Second Pass As found condition :S {As left± As Found ToHerance). wheire the AfT = RD =ALT (as 

sulbseqUJently evallu:ated as part of the evalu:ation of radk cirift}. 

[NO!PERABlE process radk instrumentation woulldl !be defined as a condition where the As left condITTl:ion 

or As Found condITTl:ion is tn excess o!1 the abo'.•e, i.e., 

As left condition> (NTS±As left Tolerance}, 'lihere tile ALT= RCA, 

First !Pass As Found! condlition > (NTS ±As found Tolerance}, wlhere the AFT= Al T, 

Second Pass As found •oondi:tion > {As left ± ;..s Found Tolleram:e), wheire the AFT= RD =ALT. 

Exa:mplles ,of the albove are: assume an analog pressuire charmell with an instrument span of 1500 to 

2500 JPSig (1000 1PSig]1, NTS = 201)1) psig, R:CA = Al T = AfT = 0.25 % span = 2.5 [psig. !Pro'.'iding a ••·oltag.e 

equii.rallent to 2000 psig at the input to the process racks, an OPERABLE instrument dhannel would be a 

bistable trip setp.oim: As Left and As Found between the ,.ioltage .eqt11ivalents of 2002.5 JPSig andl 1997.S 

psig. This is the Channel Operabilli:ty Test (COT) that is !Performed ei;·ery :92 er 184 davs, rlepending on 

1l:h e approved COT surveillance interval. Ho~\le'ller, this 'on I•( ac:idr·esses tlhe lbisc:albl e. Any modt11les irJ 

front of the bistable must maintailll that same as Heft and as fo11.1111d magnitll.lde (±2.5 psiig) albout any other 

calilbraticn and st11r1eiflance IPOints, e.g., 0, 2.5,, 50, 75 and 100 % S[pan (or 1500.0, 1750.0, 2000.0, 2250:0 

and 2500,0 JP Sig) points. These modlt11les aire in herent!ly checlkedl via a string surveilllance at the NTS as 

part of the COT and e:iqpHicitl1• checked via the process radk string calibration [process once JPer cycle. 

The statement in Sectinn 5.1, "Recalilbration is explicitly re1:1uired any tiime the As found! condi:tion oil' the 

de\liice or challlnel is outside of the ALT. Ad,e\liice or channell may not be left outside the AlTwi:tlhout 

decllaring the deViice or channel "iinoperalbBe" and appro[priate action takeill." is intended! to identify that 

plant procedures require the recaii!bration of a sensor /tra111smitter 'or process radk instrument chann ell 

'lihen the As Fot11nd condition is outs1de oftlhe ALT. Westinghouse r'eviews of plant c:al!il:Jration and 

suir.•eiHla1tr:e procedures ·confirm this reqt11ir.eme.nt. [t is necessary that the sensor/transmitter or 

instrument channell As Left condition lbe with in tile Al Tat the beginning of each suNeiliance interval. 

This is an initial condition requirement of the Westinghouse Set[point Methodolog>,•. When the As Fot11nd 

condition of tlhe sensor/transmitteir or instrument cha111nel is outside tlhe Al T and the As left comfrtion 
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cannot be returned to within the ALT, th en tile sensDr/tranismitter or tile iinstrument channel must be 

dedaretl "inoperable"' and re[paired or rep·laDSdL 

The statement in Sectiion 5.1, "an ALT ma~· !be comidered as an oUl:ei'" limit for tile purposes of 

calibration and instrument uncertaint'f ·cakulatioM." as mtend ed to identify that since the AlT is a 

procedure limit tilat cannot be e.xceededl. Le., the As left condition ml.llSI: lbe within tile tolerance, it 

becomes bett·er than a 95/95 Ilimit !because no "OPEEt.ABLlE" sens.or/transmittertir mstrumeat channel As 

Left data will! lbe outside tilatto·ferafllce. Thus, while tr~ed :as a 95/95 Ilimit, the Alli actU!allV is a 
100/1()0 limit, because 100 '% of ttie As Left data will be witl:ttn th•e Ali. This is substantiated by plafllt 

dlata. 

The stal:ement in Section 5.2, "'A cha11mef fouflld iniside tllile RCA tof erance {Al T} on :an indicated !basis is 

considered to be operable. A charmeil found outside tile RCA tolerance {ALT} is evaluated and 

recalibrated. The chaMeil must be r·etumed to witD'lin the ALT for the d1annel to lbe considered 

operablle." is internled to identiifythie two possilbl•e As Fouflld cofllditions and the subsequent requked 

actions with resp·ect to thie ALT, wher.e for ttie instrument chai'mel (process racks) AlfT =ALT= RCA.. 

• The first is the As :Fou111dl amdlitiion SAFT SALT. In this instance, the chianfllel is considered 

operalble, the ifl!Strument technician may choose to recalibrat·e if the As Found condition is near 

tlhe ALT, !but ii: is notrequirecl. 

• The second is the As Found cD11dition >AFT> ALT. [n this iinstance, the dJannel is ifllitiaffy 

d edar.ed inoperable and the instrumenttechn iciaa must recailibrate with the As l.eft condition :S 
ALT. 

O· With .5\lccessfuil recalibratio·n, the As Left cDndit:ion :SAU, tlhe d:!annel is considered 

O[perable. The As Found cond~ion >AFT> Al T must lbe entered into tlhe plant's 
Corrective .Attion Program for further evaluation. 

o· lfthie channeil cannot lbe recalibrated, Le., the As Left: condition> AlT, tlhe dha1mef ml.iSt 

lbe repatr.edl or re[pilaced. After re[pair or repllacement, thie chafllnel must be succ·essiiuUly 
recalibrated, the As Left condition :SALT, :and the channeil is then .considered operable. 

The As Found condit~on >AFT> AlT and the repair/replaceme~t action must be entered 

ifllto the plant's Corr.ective .o!i.ction Program for further ,e•.·aluation. 

With respect to the Alli owable Value concept; in 1994, lN,estif1IghoL1Se [pl.lbHsbed an JSA paper which 

efi'ecti'lely withdlr.ew Westingiloll!Se suppDrt of tlhe use of tile .a.IDow.albl e Vailue (as defined at that time) 

forcperalbility determination; pllease see WCAP-17504Reference1:6. Westinghouse has•evaluated 

.5\lfficiient data to demonstrate that process racks operating in:an appro[priate manner, Le., within dlesign 

S[pec:ifications, do not experience sig111iific:ant cllrift over a sunreillance inter.raf of [ 

]~·•andtherefore, with afll As Left condiitiofll withiin the ALTabourtthe NTS,stiould have an As 

Found condition within the same Ali albout thie NTS. It shiould ailso be under.stood tllat Westinghouse 

does not define operalbility of the process radks sole!•,.- at the NTS; but also across the instrument span 

and •confirmed at :a set of calibration P·ti5nts (minimum offr.•e, e.g., 0, 25, 50, 75 and 100 !ltl span}. Thus, 

Westinghouse defines an operable instrument chiannel (process raw) as an As left condition within thie 

±ALT, defined to be the Reference Accuracy S[pecificatiDn, and an /l;s. Found condition wiithin the 

±AFT= ±A.LT, ag.aill defined to lbe the Reference Accuraq· specificatiofll, at a minimum of five calibration 
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points across tile instrument span and at the NTS. This suggests that an operable i11<StrC11m ent channel is 

one that can be calibrated to within tlte Refer.ence Accuraf:I/' sp·edfication and 1:!o0es not experience 

sngnific:ant drift, i.e., As founc:I data confirms the instrument channel remains within the Reference 

Accuracy about the calibration points across the instrument span. Ail inoperable instrument dhannel is 

one that cannot lbe caii'.brateci to within the Reference Acruracy •OT experi·ences signili\icant dlrift on more 

than an occasional basis. This also suggests that the airrent d!efinition of an AU.owable Vallue di0;es not 

meet the operabilitf' requirements of the \'lestinghouse Setp"1int Methodlologv for se,1eral r.easons. 

,. It is not two-sided. 
,. It is llimited in :application to the Channell Operability Test and thus to onlly the bistabl·e 

•calibration point ofthe NiS. 
,. The magnitude for the operating plants with a Westinghouse NSSS is greaterthian tlhe Reference 

Accuraq. 
,. It is limited in :application to the process racks and thus fgno r·es the operalbiJjty reqll!iremernts of 

the INestinghouse Setpoint MetlllodoDogy on the sensor/transmitter. 

Thus, utilization of the Allowable VaUU!e concept is not sufficient to determine :a ·control or protection 

function is operating within the Westinghouse Setpoint Metno1fDlogy at :a 95/95 basis. 11.fh ile :a 

redefinition olfthe Allowable Value in the plantTechnicaD Specifications is a possible outcome of the NRC 

application of the Westingnouse Setpctlnt Methodology, Westinghollse wouild mot ad11ocate that as a 

preferred olltcome. \',festfinghouse would dliscoura.g:e reliance on an Alllowable l/ailue definition that is 

tndi~ectly the ALT in the Ted'mical Specifications. 'INestingho.us:e woll!ld erncoll!rage the controD of the real 

parameter of interest, the NTS, in the TechnicaD S!Pecifications. As rnoted irn Section 5.3, Westinghouse 

would recommend tJhatthe parameter o.f controB in TabUes 3.3.1-1and3.3.2-1 should !J.e the NTS with 

reference to a plant specific document that pro'Vldes the ALT and AFT values at caltbration points across 

the instrument span for both tJhe JProcess racks :and! the seruor/ transmitter, and the ALT and AFT values 

at the NTS for the !bistable or dligital trip dei1ice. This recommendation is app3icable to !both Option A 

and Option B ofTSTF-493. 

ln answ·erto the final question 0H1ow the RCA, ALT and A.Fi reiate to the AILowable IJ:aOues in the 

current operating plant Technical Spellffications- there is no dir.ect relationship. It has been noted 

abo•.'e that the currently defined AIIlowalbDe Value results in an As Found condition that is in excess: 011 

that expected for an appropriateilj OJPerating instrument channea, i.e., is: en excess of RCA :ALT= AFi. 

Uti'lization of the \1.restinghouse Setpolnt Methodology defined in WC-AP-17504 would be expected to 

eliminate the Allowable Value in the Tedlmical Specifications and definitiion of an OPERABLE channel as 

noted above. This is a direct result of the RG 1.105 95/95 requtrement and in order to satisfy the basic 

elljpectation of how an instrument channel should be operating. 

b} The channel statistical allowance equation 2.1 for a protec~on channel combines the 
algebraic sum of {sensor drift and sensor M&TE error} with the sum of {rack 
calibration accuracy and rack M&TE error} and the sum of {rack dmt and rack M&TE 
error} using square root of the sum of the squares methods. For the discussion m 
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Section 5.5 regarding sensor/transmitter opem1bfilfity assessment, please diesclibe 
how cllannell operabiDi1y shouild b.e a~essed assummg ttie sensor/transmitter is 
foll.ITlid to be at or near {but wilhin) ttie no11-eonservative Omit of its AFT vail1.1e, while 
simultaneously illle rack is fo1.11nd to be at its non-comier'l'ative Al T limit is this 
combined non-oonservatili'e as-found condition for both sensor and rack considered 
to be an "'operable0 conditio11 underthie Westinglbouse Setpoint Metho.i:~ology? 
Please describe why or why not 

Westill!lghot1Se Response: 

Given any of the above, and the basic low JProbability of the oa:urrence of all six parameters {SCA, SD, 

SMTE, RCA, RD and RMTE) attlte extremes oftheir ailDwances, but within their allowanc;es, 

Westinghot1Se would suggest that there is no reason to conclude that the sensor/transmitter, process 

racks and the function were not considered operable. 
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8. Estimating the limits of Error at 95195 Levels 

Several :paragraphs throughout WCAP-17504-P, Revision D, and WCAP-17504-NP, 
Revision 0, use the wcm!s "believed to !!Hf when discussing the probability and 
ccmfidenoe levells associated '1\lith estimates of Lmcelfainty at llh·e 95/95 level, when 
accouruti11g for uncelilainties to be bounded by :thie Channell Statistical Allowance_ Urn::ler 
the 1co11dmns described in llhe WCAP, it appears llhatwnen evaluating sufficient 
histoll'icall data sets, [ ] a licensee 
following the Westinghouse S.etpoint Methodology would have sufficient data to ensure 
that the 95l95 criterion \!Jill be achieved. Please pro·otide a clami·cation or elaboration 
over what is intended by u~ng the words "believed to be."' Under what circumstances 
vroufidl this oot be the case? Please pro1i1de examples. 

\1\J' e.stinghouse Riesponse: 

It is certain!>; true that if a plant 

then, the CSA determilledl by Equatlcms 2.1, 22 andl 2.3 in WCAP-17504-P wm meet tile RG 1.105 

two-siderl 95/95 req!llirement. The .,bellier.•ed to be° wording noted in lNCAP-17504-P was specifically to 

address equipment not specified by We.stinghom.e whe1r:1 the WCAP •t.'as submatted in February 2012.. ---

!h v.e111dor states that the instrument uncertainties provided in the vendor documentation are two

slded 95/95 values, tllen Westinghouse does not see the need to perform any additional verlfication. 
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That responsibility lies witll tile licensee. Westinghouse beDiei.•es tlhe trend program ,enluating the k;, 

Left and As Found data will confirm any claims wiith regards to the r,efeirence at:wracr;•and drift 

characteristics. If those two parameters are satisfied, Westinghouse would expect tile othew parameters 

to also be acceptable. 
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